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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increasing demand for higher data rate in RF communication links requires the use
of more bandwidth. Around 60 GHz, 6 GHz of unlicensed bandwidth is available which
enables data rates of several gigabits per second. To implement such systems, modern CMOS
technology is interesting because of its promise to use digital signal processing combined
with RF front end electronics. This enables the integration of a full system on chip. In this
report the design, simulation and layout of a 60 GHz differential LNA using 65 nm CMOS
is discussed. Because the It of the used CMOS device is approximately twice the operating
frequency, many problems arise.

One of those difficulties is the existence of many parasitic effects. To model these, an
EM-simulator has been used in combination with RC-extraction techniques performed on the
layout. During the design one of the goals is to minimize the effect of these parasitics.

In order to achieve the required 6 GHz bandwidth (~ 10 %), feedback is applied. At these
high frequencies the use of coupled structures such as transformers to apply this feedback
become interesting because of their low noise contribution, low DC-voltage drop and because
their dimensions are not such a big issue anymore. Therefore a search was done for designs
that make use of transformers for feedback purposes. Several designs have been compared
in order to decide which topology to choose. In order to accurately model the behavior of
a transformer on chip, an EM simulator was used. To verify the behavior predicted by the
EM-simulator a transformer was designed, simulated, taped out and measured.

Another problem is the low supply voltage of 1.2 Volt. Because of this, it is not possible
to stack many transistors. This results in solutions that make use of as little stacked devices
as possible.

1.1 LNA

The LNA is the first system block after the signal source, the antenna. It's main task is to
retrieve and amplify the signal from the source with the least possible deterioration. Main
design criteria are noise figure, gain, and linearity (IP3).

1.1.1 Noise

In all electronic systems there are random fluctuations in the current and voltage caused by
the random movement of electrons. This phenomenon is called noise. The noise adds to the

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

signal causing a deterioration of the signal quality. If the signal strength is weak compared
to this noise it is hard to retrieve the information carried by the signal. So to have a reliable
communication link, a certain ratio is required between the signal and noise power. This is
called the signal to noise ratio, SNR. It sets a lower bound to the minimum signal power
level possible at the input source of the receiver while still having a reliable communication.

The noise factor F, is defined as the ratio between the SNR at the output and the input
of an electronic system.

F T _ SNRout
LJI,A - SN~n

PinNout = N out = Ga(Nin + NLNA) = 1 + NLNA

G aPin N in GaNin GaNin N in

Pin

N in

N out

NLNA

Ga

Input Signal Power
Input Noise Power
Output Noise Power
Noise Power added in LNA
Available Gain

To obtain a sensitive receiver the noise factor should be kept as small as possible, so NLNA

should be kept low. The LNA is the first system block of the receiver after the antenna and
maybe some filtering. Due to this the noise factor of the LNA, FLNA, adds directly to the
noise factor of the total system.

Signal po\\"er

Noise po\\"er

'~'~- Noise generated
InLNA

Figure 1.1: The LNA is the first system block in a receiver and its noise adds directly to the
noise figure.

This can be verified by Friis' formula.

F2 - 1 F3 - 1
Ftotat = FLNA + G + G G + ...

a,LNA a,2 a,LNA

As can be seen by this formula, the contribution of the noise factor of the second system
block, F 2 , will be divided by the available gain of the LNA, Ga,LNA. So for a LNA it is
desirable to have a low noise factor and a high gain. Often the noise figure is given instead
of the noise factor. It is defined as follows:

SNRout
NF = 10log10 SN~n = 10log lO F



3 1.1. LNA

1.1.2 Gain

Because the noise factor of the subsequent stages can be divided by the available gain (Ga )

of the LNA, it is preferable to have high Ga. The definition of available gain is as follows:

G
a

= Power available from the network
Power available from the source

r s Source reflection Coefficient
r out Output reflection Coefficient
Sxx Scattering Parameters

"Power available" is defined as the maximum power that can be delivered to the next
stage, so the power transfer when Zout of the first stage, source or network, is equal to Zin
of the next stage, so network or load. This gain is independent of source or load impedance,
and it's eventual mismatch. Maximizing Ga means maximizing the s21-parameter as can be
seen by the formula. This is the forward transmission coefficient with the output properly
terminated, so Zout = Zl~ad'

This might lead to the wrong reasoning the source and load mismatch does not affect the
overall noise factor. These mismatches do affect the noise factor because a mismatch leads
to less power in both signal and noise, but the noise generated in the next stage still has
the same power. This will eventually result in a lower SNR, so a higher F. Therefore it is
important to have Zin = Z;rc and Zout = Zl~ad'

On the other hand, the noise factor is also dependent of Zsrc' In designing an LNA it
is therefore interesting to have Zsrc = Zsrc,opt,NF = Zin. If this cannot be accomplished a
tradeoff will result, to minimize the overall noise factor.

1.1.3 IP3

Apart from the lower bound of the signal strength there is also an upper bound. This is given
by the linearity of the system. If the signal strength increases the non-linear behavior of the
active devices become more dominant. This gives rise to intermodulation products.

Vout(t) = aVin(t) + ,6Vi~(t) + 'YVi~(t) + ...
Where the third order intermodulation product has the same (extrapolated) strength as

the output signal, I P3 is defined. This is shown in figure 1.2.
The I P3 can be referred to the input or the output power. It then is defined respectively

as I I P3 and 01P3. The 1 dBc point indicated in the figure shows where the gain has dropped
by 1 dB. This point is approximately 10 dB lower than the IIP3 point (input referred).

When cascading different subsystems the first subsystem (LNA) is not dominant in the
total IIP3 of the system. The total IIP3 is defined as follows (this formula is not valid or all
cascaded systems but it gives a nice indication):

1 = _1_ + Ga,l + Ga,IGa,2 + ...
I I P3,total I I P3,1 I I P3,2 I I P3,3

In the region between the noise floor and where the third order intermodulation product
is equal to the noise floor, the system can handle the signal in a reliable fashion. This range
is called the spurious free dynamic range, SFDR. It is defined as follows:
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OlP3

/

t
Pout (dBm)

Pin (dBm)--.

1st order __..
tone

SFDR

Output noise power

I

Figure 1.2: IIP3 , OJP3, IdBe , noise floor and spurious free dynamic range.

SFDR(dB) = ~ (OJP3 (dBm) - Output noise power (dBm) )

Concluding the previous sections the main objectives of the LNA are a low noise figure,
high gain and high JP3 . To find an optimum, the spacing between the noise figure and gain
has to be maximized. Afterwards the JP3 will determined at this optimum. Then an optimal
JP3 will be located in the range for optimal noise figure - gain spacing.

1.2 Specifications

The topology of this LNA has to be differential to improve local oscillator leakage resistance
and linearity (see appendix section A.2). Another reason to choose for the differential topology
is it's immunity to the impact of the bond-wire gain reduction. Furthermore the differential
amplifier can be directly connected to a differential antenna. To implement the LNA the
TSMC 65 nm CMOS technology has to be used. Main specifications for this design are gain
(821) of at least 15 dB, noise figure of 5 dB at maximum and IIP3 of at least 0 dBm.

The frequency range the LNA has to cover is 58 to 64 GHz. This is 9.8 % of the center
frequency at 61 GHz. A certain gain flatness over this frequency band has to be accomplished.
Design goal is 0.5 dB over the entire bandwidth. To achieve this, feedback can be used.
Different feedback topologies have to be investigated considering alternatives such as inductive
or transmission line feedback coupling.
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To remove common mode signals there has to be a common mode rejection. To include this
a CMRR design goal of at least 10 dB has to be met. A summary of all design specifications
is given below:

Gain (821) > 15 dB
Noise figure < 5 dB
1IP3 > 0 dBm
Gain flatness in 6 GHz Bandwidth < 0.5 dB
CMRR > 10 dB



Chapter 2

Topologies

In a literature search different topologies were investigated for the LNA. Starting point for
this search is the use of feedback. Applying feedback is possible over some different active
topologies such as common gate and common source. To make a decision how to implement
the active part, first a comparison will be given for these two topologies. After this comparison
several topologies will be investigated for the 60 GHz LNA. Eventually a decision will be made
between the different topologies. During the analysis the following variables will be used to
model the behavior of the MOST:

Rg Gate resistance
Rds Drain source resistance
Cgs Capacitance between gate and source
Cgd Capacitance between gate and drain
9m Transconductance

2.1 Common source

With the common source topology the source is connected to AC ground and the gate is
connected to the signal source. The schematic is shown in figure 2.1 and the small signal
model is given in figure 2.2.

AC

~zsou~rce---..J11
....

Figure 2.1: Common source

Vs = Vb = OV

For this topology the ABCD-parameters, input impedance and noise figure will be deter
mined to make a good comparison. The ABCD-parameters of the common source topology

6



7 2.1. COMMON SOURCE

AC

Figure 2.2: Small signal equivalent circuit common source topology

are given below:

r
SR9Cgd(SCgs+gm)+ -:;; (SCgd+SCgs)+ ~+SCgd

ABeD = sCgd-gm
2C C C ( 1) .egs

s gd g.+s gd gm+~ + R
ds ds

l+sRg(Cgs+Cgd) 1
sCgd-9m

s(Cgs+Cgd)
sCgd-9m

In general Rg is very small. This results in an A-parameter (unloaded voltage gain) as
follows:

..;- + sCgdA ~ --"d:::..s _

sCgd - gm

Because gm > ..;-, the common source topology has both voltage, and current gain
ds

bigger than one possible (up to a certain frequency). Using the ABCD-parameters the noise
performance of the common source can be investigated. To calculate the noise factor, the
noise generated in the transistor channel and the noise due to the gate resistance have been
taken into account, see figure 2.3.

in,chcmne

V
n

.
Rg~,.---......., +

Z source f--+---+-I1 ~

t N

g-
o.

Figure 2.3: Channel noise in MOST and noise due to Rg

i~,channel = 4kT"(gm

v~ R = 4kTRg, 9
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k Boltzmann constant ~ 1.38· 10-23

T Absolute temperature = 300K
I Technology dependent constant

To calculate the noise factor, the output noise has to be referred to the input. To do this,
the output noise current will be multiplied by Band D to get an input noise voltage and
current source respectively, as shown in figure 2.4.

AC

Z source

Figure 2.4: Noise sources referred to the input

Vn,in = BV4kT,9m

in,in = DV4kT, 9m

The current source can be modeled as a voltage source. To do this the current source has
to be multiplied by Zsrc, the source impedance. Because of the correlation between the input
current and voltage source they have to be added before squaring. Because of the small value
of Rg , B can be approximated by the following formula:

B~ 1
sCgd - 9m

-2-.- ~ 4kTR + 11 + Zsrc(sCgs + sCgd ) 124kT
Vnm 9 C 19m

, S gd - 9m

4kTR + 4kTR + Il+Zsrc(sCgs+scgd ) 124kT'Y9
src 9 sCgd-gm I mFcs ~ .l--_----=~__~ _

4kTRsrc

Po ~ 1 R g 19m 11 + Zsrc(sCgs + sCgd ) 12cs ~ + -- + -- ----'-------"-------"---'-
R src R src SCgd - 9m
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The equation of the noise factor consists a (double) zero and a pole, with the position of
the pole as follows:

9m 9m
Wpole = -C > = Wt

gd Cgs + Cgd

The position of the pole is beyond the Wt of the device so this effect can be ignored.
To minimize the contribution of the input referred current sources, Zsrc is chosen to have
a certain inductance. This inductance can be chosen to resonate with the capacitive effects
present in the transistor and thereby lower the noise factor. The noise factor then looks as
follows:

F. ~ R g "19m [I + (Rsrc + sLsrc)(sCgs + SCgd) 1
2

es~I+--+--
R src R src 9m

To determine the optimal value for L src , the derivative is taken and made equal to zero:

The noise factor then becomes:

F. ~ 1 R g "19m I Rsrc(sCgs + SCgd) 1
2

es ~ + -- + -- ---'-----"----"---'-
R src R src 9m

9m--; Wt = _.....::..._-
Cgs + Cgd

R "IW2
Fes:::::: 1 + -g- + -2-9mRsrc

R src wt

As can be seen from this formula, maximizing Wt lowers the noise factor. Therefore 9m
must be maximized, at the cost of power consumption. Because w/Wt :::::: 1/2 for 60 GHz in
CMOS 65 nm (at optimal biasing), Fes is approximately equal to:

~ Rg "I
Fes ~ 1 + -R + -49mRsrc

src

To determine the optimal source resistance, again the derivative is taken (this time to
R src ) and made equal to zero:

oFes ~ "19m R g - 0aR src ~ -4- - R;rc -
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2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

20 40 60 80 100

Figure 2.5: Calculated noise figure (lOlogFes) as function of Rsr·c with L sTc = LsTc,opt,NF and
WMosr = 30j.Lm.

f!g
---+ R sTc opt N F ~ 2 --

, , 'Y9m

If R g is small, RSTC,opt,NF also becomes small. The resulting Fmin is equal to:

R g 'Y9m f!9
FeS,min ~ 1 + Hi: + -2- --

2 .!is.... 'Y9m
"(gm

---+ FeS,min ~ 1 + V'Y9mRg

As can be seen the minimum noise factor becomes small for small Rg . Last feature to
determine is the input impedance. This can be done by using the ABCD-parameters. To also
take into account the effect of Zload, the ABCD-parameters of the total system have to be
calculated:

ABCDrotal = ABCDMosr . ABCDZload

ABCDZload = [~ ~]
Zload

Arotal

Grotal

AMosrAzload + BMosrCzload

CMosrAzload + DMosrCzload

Z
. _ AMosr+~
m- D

GMosr + MOSTZload
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Z R sCgd(Rds IIZload) + 1
~ in = 9 + S2CgdCgs(RdsIIZload) + SCgd(gm(Rds IIZload) + 1) + sCgs

As can be seen by the formula the effect of Cgd on the input impedance is being multiplied
by gm(Rds IIZload). This is the Miller effect. This Miller effect also causes a path from the
drain to the source, so from output to input. When the common source topology is used in
a LNA, this signal path should be blocked to prevent instability. To further investigate the
behavior due to this Miller capacitance, gm(RdsIIZ/oad)Cgd is now further called CM.

sSlm. + 1
Zm = R g + c gm

s~ . sCgs + sCm + sCgd + sCgs

If the effect of the Miller capacitance is big, the input impedance converges to:

1
Zin = Rg + C

s gs + gm

wCgs
~ X in = - 2C2 + 2

w gs gm

On the other hand, if the effect of the Miller capacitance is small, the input impedance
converges to:

1
Zin = R g + (C C)

S gd + gs

1
~ X in = -----

W(Cgd + C gs )

So the input impedance will be some where between these extremes, depending on Zload'

Under input matching conditions ~n has to be equal to R src . Also X in then has to be equal
to -Xsrc ' This means an inductance equal to (for high Miller effect):

wCgs
Lsrc,match = 2 + 2C2 i- Lsrc,opt,NF

gm W gs

or (for small Miller effect):

1
Lsrc,match = w 2(C

gs
+ Cgd) = Lsrc,opt,NF

Depending on Zload. As can be seen the situation with little Miller effect has the same
inductance for both power match and minimum noise factor.
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2.2 Common gate

With the common gate topology the gate of the MOST is connected to AC ground and the
source terminal is connected to the signal source. The schematic is drawn in figure 2.6. The
equivalent small signal model is shown in figure 2.7. To be able to do easy calculations on the
common gate topology the ABCD-parameters are calculated. Rg is neglected in the matrix
shown because in general it has small influence on the behavior of the parameters but formulas
become quite big.

N

5"
OJ
a.

Figure 2.6: Common gate

Vd

! Rds

~
N
5"
OJ

AC a.

Figure 2.7: Small signal equivalent circuit common gate topology.

The value of D is defined as f-I .Because this value is always::::: 1, the current gain
o Vo=O

of the common gate topology is ::; 1. This means there is no current gain but only voltage
gain possible in the common gate topology.
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To calculate the noise factor, the noise generated in the transistor channel has to be taken
into account as well as the noise generated in Rg .

in,channel-

Z source

N
5"
tila.

Figure 2.8: Noise source present in the transistor channel.

{;,channel = 4kTI 9m

The channel noise has to be referred to the input. To do this, it is moved to the output
and input. To get the output source to the input it has to be multiplied by B and D to get
a voltage and current source respectively, see figure 2.9.

AC N
5"
Ql
a.

Figure 2.9: Referring the channel noise to the input.

2 _I R ds (SRdSC9S + 9m R ds + 1 ) 12
Vn,in,channel - R + 1 + R + 1 - 1 Zsrc 4kTI 9m

9m ds 9m ds

2 _I R ds + SRdsZsrcCgs 124kT
Vn,in,channel - 9m R ds + 1 19m

Also the noise generated by Rg has to be referred to the input. Therefore the noise voltage
source can be shifted to the in and output. Then the noise source at the output can be brought
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AC

Z source

N
5'
\l)
Cl.

Figure 2.10: Referring the noise due to Rg to the input.

back to the input by multiplying it with A and C. The resulting input referred noise due to
Rg is shown in figure 2.10.

By doing this the following formula for the noise contribution due to the gate resistance
results:

v~ in R = 11 - A - C . Z src 1
2

4kTR g, , 9

The resulting noise factor is equal to the following expression:

FCG~

4kTRsrc

FCG~

1+ R g I 9m R ds - SRdsCgd(SCgsZsrc + 9m Z src + 1) - ZsrcS(Cgs + Cgd ) 1
2+19m 1 R ds + SRdsZsrcCgs 1

2

R src 9mRds + 1 R src 9mRds + 1

An approximation is made by neglecting Rds:

1+ R g 19m - SCgd(SCgsZsrc + 9m Z src + 1) 12 + 19m 11 + SZsrcCgs 1
2

R src 9m R src 9m

If a source impedance is formed with a resistive and an inductive part, again the inductance
can be chosen to resonate with the capacitive effects present in the transistor. Thereby it
is possible to lower the noise factor. To find the optimal value of L src , the derivative of the
noise factor is taken and made equal to zero:

8FCG = 0
8Lsrc
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L '" R9Cgd(W2CgdCgs - 9~) + C gsI9m
sTc,apt,NF '" 2R C2 ( 2C2 + 2) + 2C2

W 9 gd W gs 9m W gs19m

If Rg is very small, the optimal source inductance converges to:

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

20 40 60 80 100

Figure 2.11: Calculated noise figure (lOlogFcc) as function of R STC with L STC = LSTC,apt,NF

and WMOST = 30j.Lm.

To find the optimal value for R STC ' also the derivative is taken and made equal to zero:

fJPCG = 0
fJRSTC

JW2R~C~d + R gl9m
RSTC,apt,NF R::! 9mW (Cgd + C gs ) 2R C2 ( 2C2 + 2) + 2C2

W 9 gd W gs 9m W gs19m

If Rg is again small, the optimal source resistance also becomes small. The resulting Fmin

is approximately equal to:
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As can be seen from this formula, also for the common gate topology maxlmIzmg Wt

lowers the noise factor. Therefore 9m must be maximized, at the cost of power consumption.
Because w/Wt ~ 1/2 for 60 GHz in CMOS 65 nm, FCG,min is approximately equal to:

FCG,min ~ 1 + WRgCgd + JW2R~C;d + R g,,(9m

If realistic values are filled in, the expression converges to:

----+ FCG,min ~ 1 + JRg,,(9m

As can be seen the Fmin becomes small for small R g. Next feature is the input impedance.
This is calculated in the following formula using the same approach as in the previous section:

If Zload is assumed small, the input impedance reduces to:

1 + j9mRg:;;t
~n~ R

-w2RgCgdCgs + jw(C gd9m R g + ~';Rd: + C gs ) + 9m + R~.

Because R g is usually small and 9mRg:;;t ~ ~9mRg < 1, Zin can be approximated by:

1
Zin ~ 1.

9m + -R + ]wCgs
ds

9m +~ - jwCgs
Zin ~ d.

(9 + _1_)2 + w2C2
m Rd. gs

If Zload is assumed big, the input impedance neglecting R g becomes:

This input impedance converges to the same situation with small Zload if Rds is big, which
is usually the case. Therefore the input impedance of the common gate topology has little
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dependence on Zload. This input impedance is an important feature of the common gate
topology. It gives the designer the freedom to choose an input impedance by setting the
biasing of the transistor. By doing this, matching between the LNA and the antenna can be
provided.

Under input matching conditions F4n has to be equal to Rsrc . Also X in then has to be
equal to -Xsrc . This means an inductance equal to:

wCgs
Lsrc,match = 2 + 2C2 i= Lsrc,NF

gm W gs

As can be seen there is a tradeoff between the optimal inductance concerning noise per
formance and input match.

2.3 Discussion CS - CG

In the following table the common source topology is compared with the common gate topol
ogy concerning gain and noise performance based on the previous sections:

Topology Voltage gain Current gain Noise performance Input impedance
CS + + + depends on Miller effect
CG + - + +

As can be seen from this table, both common source and common gate topology have nice
properties. The common source stage has both high current and voltage gain. It thereby
makes sure the noise generated in the following stage can not flow directly to the input.
So in a total system, the noise performance will be better. The noise performance of the
topologies themselves are approximately the same for both stages. Fmin for both topologies
are approximately equal and is given below:

FCS,min :::::; FCG,min :::::; 1 + JRg,gm

If the Miller effect is big in the common source topology, it's input impedance is approx
imately equal to the input impedance of the common gate. If the Miller effect on the other
hand is small, the input impedance becomes mainly capacitive, which is less attractive for
matching. Also the Miller effect present in the common source topology creates a path from
output to input, causing a possibility for instability. It should therefore be blocked some
how. A choice was made to look at both a common source and common gate topology using
feedback to see the effect of the feedback elements on the performance, and make a decision
then.

2.4 Gm-boosted common gate

The first topology discussed as a candidate for the 60 GHz LNA is the gm-boosted common
gate LNA. For the active part this topology makes use of a common gate stage. As seen in
the previous part this topology has as an advantage that there is an easy way of providing a
wideband input match. After applying this, the biasing of the transistor is set to a certain
value resulting in a certain noise figure. When using gm-boosting, a lower noise figure can be
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Figure 2.12: Gm-boosted common gate LNA. The left combination of L 1 and L2 forms a
transformer as well as the right combination.

achieved with the common gate stage while still maintaining the input match criterion [1].
The schematic of the 9m-boosted CG LNA is shown in figure 2.12.

As can be seen in the schematic the input stage is followed by another common gate stage,
so a cascode. This is done to increa'3e the output impedance and isolate the output from the
input. Because the common gate topology only gives voltage gain, the output impedance
must be high to have enough gain. The biasing of the transistors is done at the inductors.
Inductors are interesting because they have no DC voltage drop and add little noise.

To be able to use the half circuit concept, the transformer needs to be cut in two parts.
To see what effect this has on the inductance and the coupling, the Z-parameters are used.
In figures 2.13(a) and 2.13(b) a single and a cascoded transformer are shown.

The Z-parameters of the single transformer look as follows:

[
8L1 8M]

Zsingle = 8M 8L
2

With M being the mutual inductance defined as kJL1L2 (k = the coupling factor). To
obtain the Z-parameters for the cascoded transformers, the Z-matrix of the single trans
former must be multiplied by two (because of the series connection and the fact that both
transformers are identical):

Zcasc = [ 8 . 2L1 8· 2M ] = [8L1,casc 8Mcasc ]
8 . 2M 8· 2L2 8Mcasc 8L2,casc
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E2 ~2. -
(a) Single transformer. (b) Two transformers cascaded.

Figure 2.13: Single and cascaded transformer

This means all inductances double. For the coupling factor this means:

So the coupling factor stays the same, and the inductances halve when using the half
circuit concept.

2.4.1 Input impedance

To calculate the input impedance the small signal circuit shown in figure 2.14 is used (Rg has
been neglected because of it's little influence).

AC

Z source

Figure 2.14: Small signal equivalent circuit of the gm-boosted common gate LNA
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An ideal cascode is assumed, so Zload = O. The Y-parameters of the network look as
follows:

-sCgs - gm - S(1-k2~.,JY;JL2

s(Cgs + Cgd ) + s(1-k2)L2

gm - sCgd

1 ]
- Rd.

-SCgd

1 C 1--+S d+-Zload 9 Rd.

If Cgd and Rds are neglected because of their little effect on Zin the input impedance looks

as follows, with n = /fi:

Because the (1 - k 2 ) term in the numerator becomes small when k ~ -1, the input
impedance can be approximated by the following formula for high coupling:

1
Zin ~ 2 1

sCgs (1 + n) + gm(1 + n) + SLI

If L1 , Cgs and n are chosen in such a way that they become resonant at the operating fre
quency (which is the same frequency for minimum noise, see appendix), the input impedance
at resonance reduces to:

So for the differential situation the input impedance is:

As can be seen from this formula, the real part of the input impedance of the gm-boosted
CG LNA is approximately lowered by a factor of 1~n in comparison of the conventional CG
stage. This is due to the amplification between the source and gate.

2.4.2 Noise factor

In the appendix the noise factor is calculated. The resulting noise factor looks as follows:

As can be seen the noise factor can be lowered by increasing gm, nand Rsrc , and lowering
Rg . If X src is chosen capacitive, the noise due to Rg can be made very small and neglected,
resulting in:
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2,
Fgm-boosted ::::::; 1 + (1 + )2R9m n src

If now a power match is created between the antenna and the LNA, gm(~+n) Rsrc = 1 (for
high coupling), the noise figure for the 9m-boosted CG LNA looks as follows:

As can be seen from this formula, for high transformer coupling the noise factor is lowered
by (1 + n). This quantity can be identified as the voltage gain between the source and gate
due to the transformer. This formula suggests the noise figure can be made arbitrarily low
by increasing n. This is not true because there are also other noise sources present in the
LNA such as the induced gate noise [1]. Also the presence of the cascode transistor will
deteriorate the noise figure. The noise figure will therefore be higher in reality and n will
have a certain optimum. Simulations will be used to determine the exact value of the noise
factor and optimal n, using more realistic models for the used components taking various
non-idealities into account.

2.4.3 Loop gain

For the lowering of the noise factor, a negative coupling is needed. To avoid instability it is
needed to avoid positive feedback. Therefore the loop gain Af3 of the 9m-boosted CG LNA
has to be calculated. To determine the open loop gain, the loop has to be broken somewhere.
In figure 2.15 it is shown where the loop is opened. The transistor model is replaced by a
combination of a nullator and a norator.

Figure 2.15: Opening the loop to calculate the open loop gain

The resulting loop gain with C gd and Rds ignored looks as follows:

Af3 = 9m(s2(1 - k2)L2C gs + kn)
9m(s2(1 - k2)L2C gs + 1) + sCgs (n2 - 2kn + 1) + sL

At the operating frequency L1 , Cgs , nand k are again chosen to resonate, so the loop
gain looks as follows:
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With Ikl --) 1, the expression converges to kn. This means the loop gain is negative when
the coupling is negative. This holds as long as the denominator does not become negative as
well. So to have negative feedback the following equations must hold:

k<O

And

This is in agreement with the constraint for lowering the noise figure, namely a negative
coupling.

2.4.4 Voltage gain

The output signal of the 9m-boosted CG LNA has been shorted to ground so far, because of
the use of a cascode and to ease calculations. To determine the voltage gain there has to be
some kind of load, which will be modeled by Zload' To model the behavior of the cascode,
Cgd and Rds are disconnected from the drain and connected to ground. The voltage gain is
given by the following formula (assuming an ideal cascode):

-
Cgs Vg

V 11 12s

•
~

•
-

Z source

AC

Figure 2.16: Small signal equivalent circuit to determine the voltage gain

Vout 9mZload(s2(1 - k2)L2Cgd + 1 - kn)
Vin s2(1 - k 2)L2(Cgd + Cgs ) + 1
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As can be seen from this formula, if k -+ -1, the transfer gain increases. So also for high
gain, k -+ -1 is preferred. The resulting voltage gain is then:

Vout ( )-u:- = gm 1 + n Zload
Vin

To maximize the voltage gain, the denominator can to be made equal to zero, so:

The resulting value of L 1 should then be:

L 1 = L 2 = 1
n2 w2n2 (1 - k2 )(Cgd + C gs )

This formula is not in accordance with the optimal value of L 1 for noise performance and
input impedance. So there has to be made some kind of compromise.

The transfer function also consists a double zero resulting in a notch in the transfer at:

1- kn
W

zero = (1 - k2 )L2Cgd

Operation around this frequency should be prevented.

2.5 Voltage-voltage transformer feedback LNA

The second topology discussed as a candidate for the implementation of the 60 GHz LNA
is the voltage-voltage transformer feedback LNA (see figure 2.17). This topology uses a CS
MOST as an active part. Big advantage of a common source MOST is the combination of
both high voltage gain and current gain. Disadvantage is the signal path from output to input
through Cgd , the Miller capacitance. This increases the possibility of instability. Measures
have to be taken against this reverse signal path. By using the voltage-voltage transformer
feedback LNA topology this is possible without the use of the conventional cascode. This
increases voltage headroom for the MOST and lowers the noise factor of the total LNA. In
most calculations Rg is neglected because of its little influence on most parameters. Only for
the noise performance and the input impedance it has been taken into account.

2.5.1 Output isolation

Because the active part of the voltage voltage feedback topology is a common source MOST,
there has to be some kind of output isolation to minimize the signal path from output to
input. The output signal at the drain (Vout ) is connected via Cgd to Vg , as is shown in
figure 2.18. Because of the transformer being connected between the drain and source of the
transistor the signal at the drain is being copied to the source. The signal at the source is the
inverse of the signal at the drain because of the negative coupling. The signal at the source
is connected to the gate through Cgs . Because of the opposite effects of the signals through

C gs and C gd the output signal can be canceled at Vg [3]. The transfer function ::~t of the
circuit is calculated using the half circuit concept and looks as follows:

Vg

Vout
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Vdd

Vout+ Vout-

Vin+~~
• •
Ls Ls

Figure 2.17: Voltage voltage transformer feedback LNA. The left combination of L s and Ld
forms a transformer as well as the right combination

82 (1 - k2)LsCgsRds + 8(1 - k2)Ls(gmRds + 1 + ~) + Rds(1 + ~)
gd gd

To see the low frequency behavior the limit for 8 -----t 0 is taken:

R (1 + kCgs ). Vg ds nC d
hm -- = 9

s---+O Vout Rds(l + f;)
nCgd + kCgs

nCgd + nCgs

V
g = 0 if nCgd + kegs = 0

Vout

n Cgs-----t-=--
k Cgd

To see the output isolation versus frequency, values for a 30 p,m MOSFET are taken in
combination with a transformer with n = 2, k = -0.667 and L s = 30pH. The values for the
transformer are chosen such that - I = ~. For technologies such as eMos 65nm this ratio
is approximately equal to 3. The magnitude of Vg versus Vout is shown in figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19 shows good output isolation for frequencies below 1-10 GHz. For frequencies
from 10-200 GHz the output isolations becomes worse. Above 200 GHz there is no isolation
anymore under the given circumstances, but because the used MOST model is not valid
anymore for these high frequencies, these results cannot be trusted.
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~lIt

•
•

Figure 2.18: Lumped element model of the V-V transformer feedback topology (single ended).
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Figure 2.19: Magnitude response :9 with!!k ~ _::::JJ.."..cc, = -3. The horizontal axis shows the
out gd

frequency on a logarithmic scale.

2.5.2 Voltage gain

To calculate the voltage gain, also the half circuit concept is used, because it is equal to the
voltage gain of the differential implementation. To determine the voltage gain, the limit is
taken for Rds ---7 00. Simulations show small deviation due to this, but calculations become
much easier.

lim Vout = s3(1- k2)LdCgsCgd + s2(1 - k2)9mLdCgd + sn2Cgd + knsCgs - 9mn (n - k)l

Rd,-+OO 'Yin s3(1 - k2)LdCgdCgs + s2(1 - k2)9mLdCgd + sn2Cgd + sCgs + 9m(1 - kn) + sL,
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If -I is chosen to be ~ to provide output isolation, the sn2Cgd + knsCgs term in the
gd

numerator cancels:

For high coupling, the higher order terms disappear:

If we choose the value of Ls to resonate with Cgs and Cgd , the gain is maximal. To do so,
the value of Ls should be:

1
L s = 2( 2 )w n Cgd + Cgs

The voltage gain at resonance then reduces to:

lim lim Vout I = -9mn (1 + n) = -n
k-.-l Rds-'OO \!in _!!=~ 9m(1 + n)

k Cgd

So to have high gain, n should be high. Combining this with the criterion for output
isolation, n and k should both be high. In practical situations the highest possible coupling
on chip is approximately 0.7 - 0.8. This results in a transformer windings ratio of 2.1 - 2.4.
These are also practical values for implementation on chip.

2.5.3 Input impedance

Also for the calculation of the input impedance, the half circuit concept is used. Afterwards,
to get the input impedance of the differential structure the impedance has to be multiplied
with 2. To determine the input impedance the schematic of figure 2.18 is used, Rds has been
neglected because it has little effect on the input impedance but it makes calculations more
complex:

[

1
Rg

y= ~

1
- R

g

s(Cgs + Cgd )
-(sCgs + 9m)

-(sCgs - 9m)

o
-sCgs

1 C 1
Rd. + 9m + s gs + s(1-k2)Ls

1 k
- Rd. - 9m - s(1-k2 )JLdL•

y. [ ~] [ Ir]
Vaut 0
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R + 8
3 (1 - k2)LdCgdCgs + 8

2 (1 - k2)LdCgd9m + 8(n2Cgd + Cgs ) + 9m(1- kn) + st
9 C (2 2k 1)( C ) Cqd+Cgs8 gd n - n + 8 g8 + 9m + L s

For high coupling, the high order terms in the denominator disappear:

When L s is chosen to have the value for maximal voltage gain, the input impedance at
resonance red uces to:

1
---. L s = ---,.2-2"......----....,...

w (n Cgd + Cgs )

. . 9m(1 + n)
hm hm Zin = R g + 2 2 2

k--->-l Rds--->OO w (nCgd - Cgs ) + jwCgd9m(1 + n)

If the output isolation (-n/k = Cgs/Cgd ) is applied, the following equation for the input
impedance is valid:

lim lim Zin = Rg + 1
k--->-l Rds--->oo jwCgd (l + n)

For the differential situation the input impedance has to be multiplied by two:

lim lim Zin = 2Rg + 2
k--->-l Rds--->OO jwCgd(l + n)

lim lim X in = _ 2
k--->-l Rds--->oo wCgd(l + n)

As can directly be seen from these formulas, the input resistance is equal to 2Rg for

n = ~ when the coupling is assumed ideal. Simulations show that for a coupling smaller
gd

then one, the input impedance can even become negative for -I > ~. This should be
gd

prevented, because a negative input impedance can result in instability. As can be seen the
input impedance of the V-V transformer feedback LNA converges to the input impedance of
the common source topology with little Miller effect, because under the given circumstances
nCgd = Cgs .
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2.5.4 Noise factor

In the appendix the noise factor is calculated. The resulting noise factor looks as follows
(with Zsrc = R src + sLsrc ):

F ~ 1 2 Rg 2"19m I(s(C9S + Cgd) 1) Rsrc + sLsrc (S2(C gs + Cgd)2
d/f ~ + -+ -- - + .

t R src R src 9~(1 + n) 9m 2 9~(1 + n)

If L src is chosen to have the following inductance, the noise factor is minimized:

2
Lsrc,opt,NF = w2(Cgs + Cgd )

This source inductance is approximately equal to the inductance needed for input power
matching. The optimal value for R src is given in the following equation:

R src opt NF '" 4V R
g

i R"cmatch = 2Rg
, , "19m '

If Rg becomes very small, Rsrc,opt,NF -; O. The resulting noise factor with Zsrc,opt,NF is
as follows:

2J ~:IW(Cgd + Cgs ) . JW2(Cgd + Cgs )2 + 9~(1 + n)2 + 9m(1 + n)
p. ~----'------------,..----,---------------

mm 9m(1 + n)

If the dependence of the various transistor parameters are seen proportional of transistor
width W, the resulting dependence of the noise factor as a function of transistor width can
be observed:

Jl{iW. VW2+ W2+ W W + W
F min ex = = 1

W W

So the minimum noise factor is independent of the chosen transistor width. A further
approximation of the minimum noise factor can be given in the form:

2J ~:Iw(Cgd + Cgs ) . Jw2 + wl(l + n)2 +Wt(1 + n)
F . ~ ---...:.--=---------,------:---------

mm Wt(1 + n)

Because w;(l + n)2 > w2, F min is approximately equal to:

Fmtn '" 1 + 2VRg~ . w(Ggd + Gg,) ~ 1 +2~ ....;Rg~gm
9m Wt

The resulting minimal noise factor at 60 GHz is approximately:

F min ~ 1 + JRgry9m

As can be seen this F min also converges to the behavior seen in the common source
topology with little Miller effect. If Rg becomes very small again, the noise factor converges
to unity. When a power match is created, the noise factor looks as follows:
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19mRg ( 1)
Fmatch ~ 2 + 4 1 + 4(1 + n)2

Fmatch ~ 2

So when a power match is applied, the noise factor is dominated by Rg and is equal to 2
at minimum, resulting a noise figure of at least 3dB.

2.6 Discussion 9m-boosted CG - V-V transformer feedback
LNA

To make a decision which topology to choose, they will be compared using the calculations
and simulations. A choice will be made based on noise and gain performance and the input
impedance.

2.6.1 Noise performance

To compare the noise performance, the calculated noise factors are shown in the following
equations. For the 9m-boosted CG LNA:

~ 2Rg 1 Zsrc 1
2

2
,

Fgm-boosted ~ 1 + (1 + n)2 R src 1 + 2sL
1

+ 9m(1 + n)2 R src

As already discussed the F min of this topology is not equal to unity due to various other
noise sources. When power matched and neglecting the noise due to Rg :

F gm -boosted,matched ~ 1 + 1 : n

And for the V-V transformer feedback LNA:

F ~ 1 2 R g 2'9m 1(s(Cgs + Cgd) 1) R src + sLsrc (S2(Cgs + C gd )2 s(Cgs + C9d)) I:v-v jeedback ~ + --+ -- 2 -- + . 2 ----'-----"----'''-'-'-
R src R src 9m(1 + n) 9m 2 9m(1 + n) 9m

The Fv- v jeedback,min is equal to:

F v - v jeedback,min ~ 1 + JRgl9m

The NF of this topology converges to the noise performance of the CS. If Zsrc is chosen to
achieve power match, the noise figure will be approximately 3 dB. This results in a compromise
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between noise figure and power match, so gain. As can be seen the deterioration of the noise
figure is dominated by Rg in the V-V FB LNA and by the channel noise for the 9m-boosted
CG LNA when both are power matched.

When realistic values are used, there is only little difference between the NF of the two
topologies. Only the V-V transformer feedback LNA makes use of a CS active part, so the
noise generated in the next stage will have less influence on the overal noise figure due to the
higher current gain with respect to the CG topology. Also the fact the 9m-boosted CG makes
use of a cascode deteriorates the NF. So expected are better results for the V-V feedback
topology, especially when a compromise between gain and noise performance is performed.

2.6.2 Gain

To compare the gain of both LNA topologies, the calculated voltage gain for both LNA's are
given below (both for high coupling):

IAv,v - v feedback I = n

In general, 9mZload > 1, so:

9m(1 + n)IZloadl > n

So based on calculations the 9m-boosted CG LNA gives best performance concerning
voltage gain. On the other hand, the 9m-boosted CG LNA has smaller current gain compared
to the V-V transformer feedback LNA. This is because of the use of a CG stage in the 9m

boosting CG LNA, and a CS stage in the V-V transformer feedback LNA. To achieve high
(voltage) gain a cascode is used in the 9m-boosted CG topology resulting in a high output
impedance, leading to a smaller difference in power gain compared to the difference in voltage
gain.

2.6.3 Input impedance

To compare the input impedance, they are given for both topologies below (both for high
coupling):

2
Zin,gm -boosted ~ 9m (1 + n)

2
Zin,v-V feedback = 2Rg + jwC

gd
(l + n)

As can be seen the 9m-boosted CG LNA has a purely resistive input impedance, which is
approximately equal to the Zin of the CG topology divided by (l+n) (due to the feedback).
The V-V transformer feedback LNA mainly has a capacitive input impedance. This can be
tuned out with an inductor, but because of the high Q of this input impedance it must be
designed to have low loss. As can be seen the input impedance of this topology converges
to the Zin of the CS topology with little Miller effect. Concerning the input impedance
the 9m-boosted CG LNA has better properties compared to the V-V transformer feedback
topology.
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2.6.4 Simulations

Because the calculations are not as accurate as the models used in Cadence, simulations were
performed for the different topologies. The voltage voltage transformer feedback topology
was simulated in two different forms. These are shown in figures 2.20(a) and 2.20(b).

•

Vout+

Vin+~~
•
Ls

Vdd

• Vout+

•
Ls

Vdd

•
Ls

Vout-

(a) v-v feedback LNA without cascade. (b) v-v feedback LNA with cascade.

Figure 2.20: Both voltage-voltage transformer feedback topologies that were investigated
during the simulations.

The right figure shows the voltage voltage transformer feedback LNA by using a cascode
as active device. This way there is output isolation available due to the common gate after
the common source stage, so the restriction on the ratio of nand k is not that strong. This
assures a higher output impedance enabling higher gain. Because of the use of an extra active
stage the noise performance is expected to be worse. Simulations were performed for each
circuit in a short period and gave the following results:

Gm-boosting V-V feedback without cascode V-V feedback with cascode
Gain 7.5 dB 6 dB 10 dB
NF 7 dB 3 dB 6.5 dB

These might not be the absolute maximum because there was only little time to do the
simulations, but there is a certain trend visible. As expected the gain of the V-V transformer
feedback topology with cascode is high compared to the other two topologies. The gain of the
V-V transformer feedback LNA without cascode is worst, but it has a very low noise figure,
also as expected. The 9m-boosted CG has the worst noise performance, but higher gain than
the V-V transformer feedback LNA without cascode.

2.6.5 Decision

Based on the previous section decided was to continue with the V-V transformer feedback
LNA without cascode. Biggest disadvantage of this topology is the high Q input impedance.
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This will result in a difficult implementation of the matching network, which must be high
Q as well to reduce losses. Decided is to make the design with an inductor to tune out the
imaginary part of the input impedance and de-embed the network from this position. To
achieve more gain two stages can be cascaded.
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MOST modeling CMOS 65 nm
TSMC

The technology used to implement the 60 GHz LNA is the CMOS 65 nm process of TSMC.
The transistor used was the standard 1!t RF transistor. The parameters free to choose are the
gate length L and width W and the folding factor. For a fixed ~, different folding factors
result in different it, imax and noise performance. To model the behavior of the MOST
transistor the model of figure 3.1 is used. It takes gm, Rds, and the capacitances Cgs and Cgd
into account.

Drain

Source

Figure 3.1: MOST model

To get high gain, it should be high. The definition of it is the frequency at which the
current gain of the active device drops to unity, given in the following formula:

lout _ (gm - SCgd)Vgs
lin s(Cgs + Cgd)Vgs

33
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To get maximal ft, 9m should be high and (Cgs + Cgd ) should be low. In the following
equations 9m and (Cgs + Cgd ) are written as functions of Wand L. Cox is the capacitance
per unit area of gate oxide in F1m2 , J.Lo is the surface mobility of the channel in m 2IVsand
LD is the lateral diffusion component in m [4J.

Simulations show Cgd is approximately 0.4 times Ogs.

This last formula is not valid anymore for sub-micron processes such as 65 nm because of
"short channel" effects. Because of these effects 9m is smaller in reality. But the trend of the
increasing ft with decreasing L is still valid. So to get optimal performance, L should be as
small as possible, in this technology this is 65 nm.

Next parameter to determine in the transistor is the fingerwidth. A long fingerwidth
gives high gate resistance, because the material used for the gate is polysilicon which has a
resistivity of 15 n Isquare. A small fingerwidth gives high parasitic capacitances between
gate, source and drain, so degrades ft. Simulations showed a fingerwidth of 1 J.Lm gives best
results concerning Gmax and noise performance at 60 GHz.

To determine the optimal bias current I d , a sweep was done in the simulator simulating
Gmax and NFmin as a function of Vgs . This plot is shown in figure 3.3 (W = 40 J.Lm). The
schematic used to measure the performance at 60 GHz of a single MOST is shown in figure
3.2. The used inductances and capacitances all have high values to produce an AC open and
short respectively (only valid in simulation of course).

As can be seen in figure 3.3 the optimal bias voltage Vgs is 0.75 Volt (with Vds = 1.2 Volt).
The optimum is independent of the MOST width. With this gate voltage there is a DC drain
current flowing through the MOST of approximately 8.5 mAo The used MOST width is 40
J.Lm, so the optimal current density Jopt is as follows:

Id I 8.5mA
Jopt = - = ~ 0.21mAlJ.Lm

W Vgs =O.75 40J.Lm

To get values for the different model elements, simulations were done at this optimal bias
point, so Vgs is 0.75 V, fingerwidth is 1 J.Lm and gate length is 65 nm. The formulas used to
determine the different model parameters are listed below.
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DC

Port 1
DC

Port 2

Figure 3.2: MOST modeling schematic
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Figure 3.3: Gmax , N Fmin and Id versus Vgs
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gm = Re[Y21 J

1
Rds = -----.,..----.".

Re[Y22J + Re[Yd
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Figure 3.4: Simulation of different model parameters as a function of W at Vgs = 0.75 Volt
and Vds = 1.2 Volt.

As can be seen from figure 3.4 Cgs , Cgd and gm are proportional to the transistor width.
Rds is proportional to the inverse of W. The values of the parameters behave approximately
as follows:

Cgs ~ 0.78fFlf.Lm
Cgd ~ 0.32 fFI f.Lm
gm ~ 0.90 mAl f.Lm
Rds ~ 7000 nJ.Lm

These parameter values can be used to determine the value of It:

f ~ gm 0.90 . 10-
3

. W ~ 130 GHz
t 21['(Cgs + Cgd) 21['(0.78.10-15 + 0.32.10-15) . W

The parameter values can also be used for simulations in ADS. Therefore a simple model
was build using CgS ' Cgd, Rds and a voltage controlled current source for gm. Also a noise
current source is included to model the channel noise. In figure 3.5 this simple equivalent
small signal model is shown.
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Figure 3.5: MOST model used in simulations in ADS with W being the MOST width (R1 is
made very high so it is negligible)



Chapter 4

Transformers

Every topology of interest for the implementation of the 60 GHz LNA makes use of a trans
former for feedback purposes. Therefore a study was done on the behavior and modeling of the
transformer, and its physical limitations in the CMOS 65 nm technology. First calculations
are performed, and after that electromagnetic simulations are done to see the impact of the
various parasitics. Also a single transformer has been taped-out to measure the transformer
parameters and verify with the calculations and simulations.

4.1 Simple transformer model

To model the behavior of a transformer the following model can be used. The coupling
between the two inductors is modeled using controlled current sources [2].

k

II ~ 12

• •
V; \M) LI Ll

lll ·M V1

L,

Figure 4.1: Transformer circuit

The current flowing through L 1 induces a current in L2 and vice versa. The amount of
coupling is given by k, the coupling factor. M is the mutual inductance, and is given by the
following formula:

M = kJL1L2

-l::;k::;l

38
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Due to the coupling the voltages Vi and V2 are both functions of hand 12. Using the
formulas for Vi and V2 it is possible to obtain equations for hand h. These are the nodal
equations of the circuit.

s(l - P)JL1L2

s(l - k2)JL1L2
kV1

hsL1+ 12sM

hsL2+hsM
Vi

To calculate the coupling factor, the H-parameters can be used [3]:

+ +
H

+
I,

+

Figure 4.2: Definition of voltages and currents using the H-parameters

H = [Z~~ Z~~]· [~ ]= [ ~ ]

So if the ratio between L 1 and L 2 are known, the coupling can be calculated using the
following formula:

4.2 Multi-turn inductor

A n turn inductor is a series connection of n inductors each having an inductance L. Because
all these series inductances have mutual coupling with each other the model of figure 4.3
can be used to calculate the inductance seen at the terminals. The inductance seen at the
terminals then can be calculated:

1M
V = Is(nL) + ys(nL)
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Figure 4.3: N turn inductor model

Because each turn "sees" n-1 turns each having a mutual coupling equal to M = kJLL =

kL, the total mutual inductance is equal to:

M = kL(n -1)

V
-t Z = - = s(nL)(l + k(n - 1))

I

lim s(nL)(l + k(n - 1)) = sn2L
k-d

So the inductance of an inductor having n turns with k = 1 is equal to n2L. Because in
reality the coupling is always a bit less it will be lower.

This means that if a transformer has a turns ratio of n between the two inductors, the
ratio between the two inductances will be n 2

. So if L 1 has x turns and L 2 has xn turns, the
inductance ratio is as follows:

4.3 Q-factor

Every metal line has a certain resistance, so the impedance of the inductors of the transformer
also has a real part. This results in losses and generates noise. Therefore it is desirable to
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z-

R(f)

Figure 4.4: Q-factor

L

4.3. Q-FACTOR

have low resistance in the inductors for most applications, such as the an LNA. To model this
effect, the Q-factor of an R-L section is defined as follows (Z is the impedance seen looking
into the inductor):

Q = Energy stored
Energy dissipated

Im[Z]
Re[Z]

wL
RDC + R(f)

The resistance seen looking into the inductor consists of a DC-resistance RDC and a
frequency dependant part R(f) due to the skin effect. At increasing frequencies the current
flow through a conductor is concentrated at the surface. The current density J in an infinitely
thick conductor decreases exponentially with depth 0 from the surface, with Js being the
surface current:

J = Js e-ojd

The depth at which the current density has dropped to e- 1 is defined as the skin depth:

d= (2P
V~

With p being the resistivity of the material and jJ. being the absolute magnetic permeability
if the material.

d

Figure 4.5: d denotes the skin depth

The skin effect is made visible in figure 4.5 of a modeled line. The current is concentrated
in the gray area. This results in a smaller effective area for the current to flow through,
causing a higher effective resistance. For copper the resulting skin depth at 60 GHz is equal
to approximately 0.27 jJ.m. For aluminum this value is equal to 0.33 jJ.m at 60 GHz due to
its higher resistivity. The thickness of the conductors is about 1 jJ.m. Because of these small
skin depths, they have to be taken into account during simulations.
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The skin effect is also present in a via connecting the metal layers. A via consists of an
array of metal connections. This way the different metal layers are connected to each other.
If a high frequency current is driven through this structure, the current will be concentrated
in the outer via's. This is shown in figure 4.6 .

••••••• ••••• ••• ••••••
Figure 4.6: The HF behavior of a cluster of via's. The current is concentrated in the outer
(red) via's.

Because there is less current flowing through the inner via's, the resistance seen at high
frequencies increases, as expected due to the skin effect.

4.4 Positive and negative coupling

To determine how to connect a transformer to obtain positive or negative coupling, figure 4.7
is shown. As can be seen, if the outer inductor is exited, a current flow from the positive
potential to the negative will result.

+-
Figure 4.7: Action = reaction

This will result in a current flow in the inner inductor as well, but it will be in the opposite
direction. The voltage induced will be as show in the figure. If both inductors are connected
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to ground at the same side, a transformer with positive coupling results. On the other hand,
if the outer inductor is connected to ground on one side, and the inner inductor is connected
to ground on the other side, negative coupling results.

4.5 Transformer model using parasitics

To have a more accurate model for the transformer, some parasitics need to be taken into
account. The main parasitics present in the transformer are the capacitances and resistances
as seen in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Transformer circuit with some parasitics

The transfer function tf is given in the formula below.

V2 shkJLlL2 + 12(sC1((sL1+ R1)(sL2+ R2) - s2k2L1L2) + sL2+ R2)

VI shkv!L1L2+ h(SC2((sLl + R1)(sL2+ R2) - s2k2L1L2) + sLl + Rl )

skv!L1L2

The input impedance looks as follows:

SCI (sC2((sL l + R1)(sL2+ R2) - s2k2L1L2) + sLl + Rl ) + sC2(sL2 + R2) + 1

To see where the resonance frequency occurs for high coupling, the resistances can be
ignored.

1
-+ W res = -yl'iLO=l=;C;;;=1=+====;L;:::2=;;C;O=2
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For an inductor on chip the parasitics scale approximately with the inductance value.
Because of this, the biggest inductor has the highest value of both £ and C. This results in
approximately the following resonance frequency for n > 1:

1
-----t ires ~ 2n yfLC

With £ and C of the biggest inductor. This means the unloaded resonance frequency
of both inductors with high mutual coupling are the same, and it is dictated by the biggest
inductor.

Another main effect is the existence of an interwinding capacitor Cm, as shown in figure
4.9. The transfer function of this transformer looks as follows (with the resistances neglected
and £2 = n2£1):

8 2 (1 - k2)£2(C2 + Cm) + 1

(~.\1

].,

Figure 4.9: Transformer circuit with parasitics including Cm

As can be seen the transfer function has an extra double zero due to this capacitor. This
zero results in a notch only for positive coupling and is situated at the following frequency:

1
inotch = 2n

kn

There occurs a resonance resulting in maximum voltage gain at the following frequency:

The transfer function is given in figure 4.10 for a transformer with the following values:
£1 = 25 pH, £2 = 100 pH, R 1 = 0.9 n, R2 = 3.7 n, C1 = 2.5 fF, C2 = 10 fF and Cm = 10 fF.
In the transfer function the notch is seen for positive coupling. Also the resonance is visible.

The input impedance looks as follows (with resistances neglected):
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Figure 4.10: Transfer function of a transformer with positive and negative coupling

s2L 1C1(s2(1 - k2)L2(C2+ Cm) + 1) + s2L2C2(s2(1 - k2)L1Cm + 1) + s2(n2 - 2kn + 1)L1Cm + 1

To see the effect of positive or negative coupling, the limit is taken for k -. 1 and k -. -1:

r Z I sL1

k~ in 12=0 = s2L 1C1 + s2L2C2 + s2(1 - n)2L1Cm + 1

1

- S(C1 + n2C2+ (1 - n)2Cm) + sL

1· Z I sL1
1nl' = ---;;-=---=c-----;;-=---=c-----;;-;----:-;:::-=---=------:-

k-t-1 m 12=0 s2L 1C1 + s2L2C2 + s2(1 + n)2L1Cm + 1

1

- S(C1 + n2C2 + (1 + n)2Cm) + sL
The effective amount of capacitance seen in the transformer responsible for the resonance

frequency is seen to be bigger in the case of negative coupling:

C1 + n2C2 + (1 + n)2Cm > CJ + n2C2+ (1 - n)2Cm

(1 + n)2Cm > (1 - n)2Cm

Because of the voltage gain between the two nodes of the transformer the effective capac
itance seen due to Cm increases for high n. This means a transformer with negative coupling
will have a lower resonance frequency (concerning input impedance) in comparison with a
transformer with positive coupling.

If n is chosen to be equal to one in combination with high positive coupling, this effect
disappears because in that case there is no AC voltage over Cm present, the input impedance
then reduces again to:

The inductance seen at the input of the given transformer, is shown in figure 4.11 for both
positive and negative coupling. It can clearly be seen that in the case of negative coupling
the resonance frequency is lower compared to the situation with positive coupling.
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Figure 4.11: Inductance seen at the input of a transformer with positive and negative coupling

4.6 Starting point for the design of a transformer

To implement a transformer at the given frequency (60 GHz), an investigation has to be done
to find out what the possibilities and restrictions are. Main design goals for a transformer
are the primary and secondary inductances, the Q-factors of both inductors, the resonance
frequencies and the mutual coupling. First the behavior of the inductance, Q-factor and
resonance frequency will be investigated. The inductance and capacitance are linked in the
following way assuming a lossless situation (L in Him and C in F1m, vp = phase velocity
[5]):

1
vp = ---;:.====viEOEr . J,tOJ,tr

1

vlLC

This means that an increase in capacitance leads to a decrease of inductance, so it is
desirable to keep the capacitance low. It is known from the stack information that the
effective Er of the dielectrics of the complete stack used is approximately equal to 4.1. The
value of J,tr is approximately equal to unity. To determine the exact values of Land C,
simulations were performed using the top copper layer with various line widths with a length
of 10 J,tm. After these simulations the inductance and capacitance (left axis) as well as the
resistivity (right axis) at 60 GHz are determined, as shown in figure 4.12.

1
vp = !"T""n = 142.7· 106mls

vLC

-+ Er,ej j ~ 4.4

So the simulator gets a higher value than based on simple calculations. An explanation of
this is the silicon substrate underneath the dielectrics and the fact the losses are not included
in the calculation. The silicon substrate has an Er of approximately 11.9. The inductor and
capacitor values can be approximated by a certain fitting. The inductance shows a behavior
proportional to 11W and the capacitance shows a behavior proportional to W. If L increases
both capacitance and inductance increase proportional to L. The fitting looks as follows and
is only valid for the used stack (width and length in J,tm):
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Figure 4.12: Simulated parameters with metal line length 10 {-tm

()
4.57

L in pH ~ Length· Width + 7

C (in fF) ~ (0.0755 + 0.011 . Width) . Length

Using these formulas, the resonance frequency can be determined for a given length and
resulting inductor value. If an inductor value of 70 pH is chosen, the resulting resonance
frequency and Q-factor (Wi) look as shown in figure 4.13. As can clearly be seen from this
picture, the choice of metal width is a trade off between the resonance frequency and the
Q-factor. A wide line width results in a high Q-factor, and a small metal width results in a
high resonance frequency.

A choice was made based on these observations to use a metal width of 3-4 {-tm. The
values used so far are used to get an indication of the values of the inductance, resistance
and capacitance corresponding to a certain length and resulting diameter. The inductor value
obtained when using a different shape will differ from these simulations because of for example
coupling effects. As an example an inductor with a perimeter of 90 urn is simulated. The
simulated inductor value is 49 pH. When calculated using the values in the graph the value
is 39 pH, a difference of 26 %.

Next feature to investigate is the coupling factor. Ideally this can vary between 0 and 1,
or for negative coupling between 0 and -1. The transformer needed for the implementation
of the LNA should have negative coupling. If the wanted coupling is low, the two inductors
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Figure 4.13: Resonance frequency and Q-factor of an inductor of 70 pH as a function of metal
width.

should be placed far apart. If on the other hand the coupling should be high, the inductors
should be placed as close as possible. An interesting way of providing high coupling is to use
two metal layers exactly underneath each other. This way there is very little distance so there
will be high coupling, but there will be a large interwinding capacitance Cm , see figure 4.9.

An investigation was done to determine the coupling between the different metal layers.
Two identical structures were used and placed exactly on top of each other. These simulations
gave coupling factors of approximately 0.8, so the coupling possible using the given stack varies
from a to 0.8 or from 0 to -0.8 for negative coupling.

4.7 Single transformer tape-out

4.7.1 Simulation

To verify the behavior of a transformer on chip with simulation results in Momentum, a
transformer was designed and taped out. Using the design plan discussed in the previous
section, a transformer was designed and taped out. The structure is shown in figures 4.14(a),
4.14(b) and 4.14(c).
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(a) Primary inductor transformer (b) Secondary inductor transformer

(c) Complete transformer structure

Figure 4.14: Transformer taped out for verification EM simulation vs. reality. To have n ~ 1.5
the primary inductor has three turns and the secondary has two turns. To have high coupling
the two inductors are placed exactly on top of each other.

The simulation results for inductance and Q-factor (defined as Im[Z]/Re[Z]) are shown
in figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b). The simulated coupling factor at 20 GHz is approximately
0.7. The coupling factor is determined at this frequency because the resonance frequency is
approximately at 50 GHz.

To model the behavior of the transformer it is possible to build a lumped element model.
This model is shown in figure 4.17. Because of the negative coupling there is no notch
present in the transfer function of the transformer. Therefore the capacitance between the
windings can be modeled using a bigger capacitance at the positions of C 1 and C2 , and Cm

can be omitted. The values for L 1 and L2 used in the lumped element model are chosen
approximately equal to the low frequency value seen in the simulation, so Ll ~ 385pH and
L2 ~ 200pH. To extract values for the resistance the quality factor is used. Then the value
of the capacitances are fit using the resonance frequency. Capacitance will be added on
both sides proportional to the inductor value because these parasitics scale approximately
proportional to the inductor size. Last step is to include the coupling factor. This can be
extracted from the simulation data using the H-parameters as already explained in section
4.1. This results in a coupling factor of 0.7. If Cm has to be extracted, the transformer can
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Figure 4.15: Simulation results transformer.

freq (2.000GHz to 65.00GHz)

Figure 4.16: Smith chart of simulated 811 (primary inductor) and 822 (secondary inductor)
with Zo of 100 n because of differential measurement.

be connected in such a way it has positive coupling. From the position of the notch the value
of em can be extracted.

k

II I A ~ 1B R1 11

• •
L., L1

Figure 4.17: Transformer circuit with some parasitics
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4.7.2 Layout

The layout of the transformer is shown in figure 4.18. As can be seen the transformer is
in the center. The metal dots next to the transformer are there to fulfill the metal density
rules of the TSMC process. The transformer is connected to the GSGSG (G = ground, S =
signal) bondpads on the top and bottom by using coplanar waveguides. These waveguides
have a characteristic impedance of 50 n, because the measurement setup is also at 50 n (100
n differential).

GSGSG Bondpad

GSGSG Bondpad

Figure 4.18: Layout of the transformer.

The waveguides and bondpads will have a big influence on the measurement, and can not
be simulated in ADS Momentum along because of memory reasons. So to be able to measure
the transformer solely, also de-embedding structures have been included. These de-embedding
structures consist of the bondpads with the coplanar waveguides (CPW's) but without the
transformer. Three structures were prepared, one with the CPvV's left open, one with the
CPW's shorted, and one with a line connecting the top CPW's with the bottom CPW's.
This way the structure without the transformer can be modeled and subtracted from the
measurement of the transformer with the CPW's and the bondpad. This will result in the
behavior of the transformer solely. Because of area reasons only the open and short structures
were taped out, resulting in less reliability for the de-embedding above 20-30 GHz because of
the missing line structure. In figure 4.19 a microphotograph of the chip several months after
the tape-out is shown. As can be seen there are a lot more metal dots added. This has been
done automatically to fulfill the TSMC metal densities.
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Figure 4.19: Chip microphotograph of transformer.

52
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4.7.3 Measurement

The transformer was taped out in August 2007 and was measured several months later. In
figures 4.20 and 4.21 the measurement setup is shown.

Figure 4.20: Chip microphotograph of transformer during measurements.

Figure 4.21: Measurement setup.
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Several measurements were performed on the transformer. The transformer was measured
from 10 - 40 GHz. The measurements above this frequency range were very difficult (if not
impossible) due to the missing de-embedding structure. The measurement results are shown
in figures 4.22 and 4.23.
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Figure 4.22: Inductance measurement versus simulation 10-40 GHz. The results are quite
similar, the biggest deviation is observed for the high frequency behavior of the secondary
inductance.
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Figure 4.23: Coupling measurement versus simulation 10-40 GHz.

The Q-factors were very difficult to measure and didn't give accurate results. The mea
sured values for inductance and coupling show very small deviations from the simulated values.
In the following table the measured values are compared with the simulated values, for low
frequencies:
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Parameter Simulation Measurement
Lp ~ 385 pH ~ 385 pH
Ls ~ 200 pH ~ 200 pH
Coupling (at 20 GHz) ~ 0.7 ~ 0.67

As can be seen the values for the primary and secondary inductances are quite accurate.
The coupling seems to be a bit less in reality, but the difference is very small. Conclusion
is the simulation in Momentum comes quite close concerning inductance but it gives slight
more coupling than seen in reality.

4.8 Transformer implemented LNA

Next a transformer for the LNA will be designed. This transformer has to be implemented
in a slight different stack, resulting in slight different behavior. To model this behavior again
the same procedure is followed as in the previous section.

4.8.1 Stack information

In the documentation from TSMC, information of how the chip is being build up is given.
With this it is possible to generate a substrate file in which ADS Momentum can perform it's
simulations. To implement the inductors it is best to choose the metal layers that have the
most distance from the substrate. This is to prevent mutual coupling between the inductor and
the conductive silicon. This coupling results in losses and gives a low Q-factor of the passive
device, which is unwanted. The used stack consists of seven copper layers and one aluminum
layer above them. The two top copper layers have a higher thickness (lower resistance)
compared to the lower layers.

4.8.2 Design goals and how to get there

Simulations show it is best to have a high Q-factor in the drain inductor in comparison to
the source inductor for both gain and noise performance. So during the design, the Q-factor
of the drain inductor is most important. To obtain the exact values of the drain and source
inductor, simulations using Cadence are performed.

To fulfill the output isolation requirement G = -~) the coupling between the aluminum
gd

and the two top metal layers has to be determined. A simulation was performed for this.
This simulated coupling is equal to approximately -0.72. The ratio between Cgs and Cgd is
approximately equal to 2.3, resulting in a turns ratio of 1.7. With these values, simulations
in Cadence were performed to find the optimal source (and resulting drain) inductor value.
This resulted in the following design specifications:

L d ~ 90 pH
L s ~ 30 pH
Coupling ~ -0.75

To achieve these goals, several choices have to be made. As already stated in the previous
sections a line width of 3 - 4 J-Lm gives the best results concerning Q-factor and resonance
frequency. The remaining unknown variables are the diameter of the inductors, the number
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of windings for each inductor, the metal layers to use for the inductors and the structure. Of
course also the design rules and current density rules have to be taken into account.

Some of these questions can be answered after studying the stack info. To implement
the transformer, the three top metal layers have been chosen to be used because then the
highest quality factors can be obtained (thickest metal layers with the most distance from the
substrate). To design the source inductor, the top metal (aluminum) is chosen. For the drain
inductor the two metal layers underneath are chosen. This way the drain inductor consists
of two metal layers which results in a high Q-factor. The source inductor will have a slight
lower Q-factor.

Simulations show that multiple turns will result in low resonance frequencies because of
high capacitance in the inductor itself. Therefore it is most interesting to use as little turns
as possible for the inductors used in the transformer. To end up with a turns ratio of 1.7, the
drain inductor is given two turns and the source inductor is given one turn. Of course this
will result in a turns ratio of 2, which is too high.

Therefore the overlapping connections are made with a certain length. These will have
an inductance ratio of one, so also a turns ratio of one. The resulting total turns ratio of the
complete structure will therefore have a turns ratio smaller than two but bigger than one. If
the dimensions are chosen correctly, this will result in a turns ratio of 1.7.

Last question to be asked before designing the transformer is the diameter of the inductors.
This diameter sets the inductance value of both inductors. Simulations show best results
for a source inductance of approximately 30 pH, which is already a. very small inductance.
Simulations will be performed to achieve this inductance. This will give an indication of the
diameter of the source and drain inductor.

4.8.3 Design source inductor

The source inductor has to be implemented in the aluminum layer and has to have an inductor
value of approximately 30 pH. Simulations were performed for this and gave an outer diameter
of 33 /Lm. The resulting structure is shown in figure 4.24. To have maximum coupling, the
inductor has exactly the same shape as the drain inductor (see next section), but only one
turn. This results in two turns that are shorted at the position were the drain inductor
connects the two turns. As can be seen from the figure the connections connecting the two
inductors have a certain length resulting in a turns ratio of approximately 1.7 with respect
to the drain inductor.

Reason to choose for an octagonal shape is because this gives a higher Q-factor compared
to a square design. In fact, an circle is ideal, but not allowed by the TSMC design rules. As
can be seen from this figure the source inductor also has a center tap connection for connecting
the ground. Through this center tap and also through the inductor itself, the DC-bias current
has to flow. Because the relatively low electro-migration of the used metal (aluminum), this
sets an upper bound to the maximum DC-current. Resulting maximum DC-current through
this inductor is 21 mAo So in the eventual design, a maximum of 21 mA can flow through
each stage. To get the most accurate simulation results, also the connections to metal 7 in
the center tap and to the transistors are drawn.
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Figure 4.24: Source inductor

4.8.4 Design drain inductor

The drain inductor has to be implemented in the two top metal layers underneath the alu
minum and has to have an inductor value of approximately 90 pH. It also has to consist of
1.7 turns with respect to L s . Therefore L d is chosen to be a two turn inductor. The voltage
voltage transformer feedback LNA has a differential structure with DC bias current through
L d · This means it has to be implemented in a differential fashion with center-tap. Also the
maximum current density has to be taken into account during the design, but because of the
high electro-migration possible in copper, this is not a problem in the drain inductor.

During the design of the transformer, it also has to be taken into account how the structure
will be implemented in the layout. The structure has to obey the design rules of the TSMC
65nm technology. The output of the LNA is situated at the drain inductor. Therefore
connections will be made for connecting the inductor to a differential coplanar waveguide.
After several simulations to obtain the right inductor value, the structure shown in figure
4.25 for L d is found.

Figure 4.25: Drain inductor
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As can be seen from figure 4.25 there are two inductors due to the differential structure.
The center tap at the left will be used for connection to Vdd. At the right the connection to
the differential coplanar waveguide can be seen.

4.8.5 Transformer layout and simulations

To implement the complete transformer, the drain and source inductor are joined together in
an inverting fashion. The resulting structure is shown in figure 4.26.

Figure 4.26: Transformer with on top blue L s and below red L d

With this structure again simulations are performed to get the values for the inductance,
the losses resulting in a certain Q-factor, and the coupling. The simulation results are shown
in figures 4.27(a), 4.27(b) and 4.27(c).

As can be seen, the inductor values and the resulting n are approximately right. The
Q factors are both> 10 and Qd > Qs. The resonance frequency is quite low due to the
inverting coupling and is approximately 98 GHz. The coupling is about -0.75. The ratio
between nand k is approximately 2.3. To be able to do s-parameter simulations in Cadence
using this transformer model, a s-parameter dataset is generated in Momentum and imported
in Cadence. Therefore a very wideband simulation was done from 8 MHz to 300 GHz. This
is done to include frequency dependent behavior to determine for example the stability. For
DC-resistance a low frequency simulation is needed (8 MHz).
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Figure 4.27: Simulation results transformer to be implemented in the LNA.

Figure 4.28: Current density plot of the transformer



Chapter 5

Design V-V feedback LNA

After the first hand calculations, a start was made with the eventual design using the PSP
transistor model, and momentum simulations for various passive devices. The circuit level
simulations were performed in Cadence. Design goal used during the design is maximizing the
space between the NF and 821 parameter. A maximum performance curve was identified as a
function of transistor width. Next the I I P3 performance as a function of transistor width is
determined. Then a choice was made looking at the possibility of the design in reality, taking
realistic component values into consideration.

5.1 Single stage design

Vdd

Vout+

Vin+

•

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the voltage-voltage transformer feedback LNA

60
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5.1.1 Starting point based on calculations

From calculations the initial values for the different components have been determined. A
summary of these component values are:

For maximal gain:

1
Ls = 2( 2C C)w n gd + gs

To provide impedance matching, the imaginary part of the input impedance has to be
tuned out. This can be done using the following value for a gate inductor L g which is equal
for both noise performance and power match:

This gives the following curves for the inductances versus the transistor width (both single
ended values):

--------
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<I>
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~ 300
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200

100

0
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Figure 5.2: Inductances to be used in the schematic based on calculations. As can be seen
L g > L s ·

To provide output isolation the following statement should hold:

n _ Cgs

k Cgd

To have high gain, n should be high, so also k should be high. As seen during calcu
lations, the input impedance might become negative if the ratio of nand k becomes larger
than Cgs/Cgd . This should be prevented. This means all component values are known by
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calculation. Of course these values will differ from the values to be used in Cadence because
the models used are much simpler than the models Cadence uses.

During the design the stability of the LNA should be investigated for both differential and
common mode signals. Because the LNA has an 821 > 1, it is possible to create a loop gain
> 1, which can result in instability. If the LNA becomes instable, which can occur for a very
wide band of frequencies, it behaves as an oscillator. This of course is an unwanted situation.
To check the circuit, the following formulas were used [5]:

K = 1 -181112 -18221 2 + 1~12

21 8128211

If K > 1 and I~I < 1, the system is unconditionally stable.

5.1.2 Noise figure and 821

Using these figures as a starting point, simulations were performed. During these simulations,
lower values for Ls and L g were found to be optimal. Explanation for this are the extra
parasitics (capacitors) in the components. After several simulations the exact component
values including parasitics were determined to have maximal performance, using a transformer
with n = 1.7 and k = -0.7 - -0.8. The biasing of the transistors was chosen as stated in the
section about the MOST modeling. These component values gave the performance shown in
figure 5.3 concerning gain and noise figure (NF) versus transistor width.

As can be seen, the performance changes only little varying the transistor width (as
expected), but a big MOST gives slight better results. On the other hand, a large transistor
consumes more power than a small transistor for the same bias current density through the
transistor channel. Conclusion is that concerning noise figure and gain every transistor width
can be chosen, if feasibility of the inductances is not taken into account.

5.1.3 IIP3and 1 dBc

Next, simulations were performed for IIP3 and 1 dBc. These are shown in figures 5.4(a) and
5.4(b).

As can be seen in these figures, maximum 11P3 is achieved using a transistor of approx
imately 25 f.Lm. The 1 dBc increases with transistor width. This can be explained from the
fact that the big transistor uses lower impedance levels to operate optimal, so it can generate
higher output current levels, while maintaining the same voltage levels. From figure 5.4(b) it
can very well be seen that a higher 1 dBc takes a higher power consumption. Conclusion is
that for higher linearity, a wide transistor has to be chosen, at the cost of power consumption.
For optimal 1P3 performance a transistor width of 25 f.Lm gives best results.

5.1.4 In and output impedances

As already stated, the imaginary part of the input impedance can be tuned out with an induc
tor. The frequency for which this input match becomes resonant, is approximately equal to
the center frequency of the pass-band of the LNA. The real part of the input impedance is low
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results of I I P3, 1 dEc and DC current consumption versus MOST
width.

in comparison to the imaginary part, as already calculated, when output isolation is applied.
To get maximum gain, the source resistance must be chosen approximately equal to the input
resistance. For noise considerations on the other hand, simulations (and calculations) show
a higher optimal source impedance level. Therefore a tradeoff has to be applied for this (see
figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: NF, 821 and the difference between them versus source impedance (WMOST

30J-tm).

The simulated output impedance has a real part that lies above the real part of the input
impedance. The imaginary part behaves inductive, and can thus be canceled using a shunt
capacitor. This capacitor value is in the order of magnitude of the parasitic capacitance of
the transformer, so if the transformer is chosen correctly, it can be omitted.

5.2 Dual stage design

To be able to provide enough gain, more stages are needed. One stage gives a 821 of approxi
mately 6.5 dB, so two stages should be able to provide approximately 13 dB, ideally. Decided
was to look at a two stage design, because a three stage design gives more complexity and
consumes more current. In case of a two stage design, the overall noise figure is dominated
by the first stage. The second stage is dominant concerning I I P3. So when designing the
two stages, it is important to optimize the first design for both noise figure and gain. For the
second stage the important parameters are I I P3 and gain. Simulations were performed for
a cascade of two stages each having a different transistor width and component parameters
chosen using the results of the previous section. The results concerning gain are given in
figure 5.6.

As can be seen, the gain is maximal for WI > W2 . Reason for this is the output impedance
of the first stage and the input impedance of the second stage. To have maximal gain, the
input impedance of the second stage should be high in comparison to the output impedance
of the first stage. This is achieved with a wide transistor in the input stage and a small
transistor in the second stage.

Next feature to be investigated is the noise figure. The simulation results of noise figure
versus the MOST widths of the first and second stage show the variation is very small. The
noise figure achieved in the two stage is approximately equal to 3-3.1 dB. For the choice
of which transistor combination to be used, the noise performance can be neglected. This
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Figure 5.6: 821 versus MOST 1 width (first stage) and MOST 2 width (second stage).

is expected because the noise figure is dominated by the first stage and is approximately
constant over the variation of the MOST width (as seen in calculation and simulation). After
the gain and noise performance, linearity is investigated. I I P3 and 1 dBc simulations are
shown in figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b).
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results for the two stage circuit concerning I I P3 and 1 dBc.

As expected the best performance concerning linearity are found for wide transistors. It
is also clear that the transistor width of the second stage is dominant for both I I P3 and 1
dBc performance, as expected.

Next issue to consider is the feasibility of the components to be used. During simulations
using Momentum, it became clear that an inductor value of approximately 150 pH is the
maximum value possible to be used at 60 GHz concerning the resonance frequency. The
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biggest inductor in the design is the gate inductance used to resonate with the capacitive
input impedance. Based on the simulations a choice was made to have WI > W2, mainly
because of gain considerations. The biggest resulting inductor then is the gate inductance of
the second stage. Because the output impedance of the first stage behaves inductive, the gate
inductance connecting the two stages can do with a slight lower value than in the case of a
single stage excitation. The smallest value of W2 possible concerning the gate inductance is
found to be approximately 25 /-lm.

The biggest value of WI is given by the minimal source inductance possible. This value was
found to be 30 pH during simulations in Momentum. The transistor width having maximal
performance with this source inductance is 35 /-lm. With this combination, there is both good
performance concerning gain and linearity. Another reason not to choose it wider, is keeping
the power consumption low. Increasing power will give rise to problems with the electro
migration of the metal. The resulting schematic is shown in figure 5.8. Because simulations
show performance doesn't change that much, the same transformer was chosen to be used for
both stages.

Vin+ Lg1
Lg :. e'1I11 Vout+

~5 ~~5L 0.065 L L s Ld
s • ~ d • .~ •

~ ~

Vdd Vdd

L~L L~Ls d s d

J5 • . ~.Lo -' CUll
-)

0.0650.065 <>-

Vin- LOJ Vout-
'"

Figure 5.8: Two stage design.

5.3 Common mode

The LNA needs to behave fully differential. This means the common mode gain should be
minimized. Therefore a certain common mode rejection needs to be included. Common mode
signals arise from CM input signals and due to component mismatches. In figure 5.9 there
are two branches indicated. Signal current flowing through these branches result in common
mode signals at the output.

So to suppress common mode signals, the signal current flowing through these branches
should be suppressed. This should be done in such a way the amplification of the differential
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Common branch #1

Vout+ Vout-

Vin+~~ RLvin-
• •
Ls Ls

Common branch #2

Figure 5.9: Common branches in the circuit.

signal is not deteriorated. There are several ways to do this. It should be noted the CM
stability must be checked during this step.

5.3.1 Current source

First common mode rejection method investigated is the use of a current source to create a
virtual ground (see figure 5.10). For differential signals the virtual ground node acts as a real
ground. For common mode signals on the other hand, the virtual ground node acts as an
infinite impedance, assuming an ideal current source.

This means no common mode signal current can flow through the LNA, so the common
mode signal at the output is suppressed. The differential gain is the same as without the
current source.

This common mode rejection method can be successful only when a current source can be
created with a high output impedance. If the output impedance of the current source is too
low, there will also be a common mode signal current flow through the current source. This
results in a common mode signal on the output.

To create a current source, a transistor was used. The supply voltage of the complete
circuit is 1.2 V. To get maximal performance, the voltage drop over the amplifier is approx
imately 750 - 800 mV. This leaves 400 - 450 mV for the current source Vds. Because of this
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Figure 5.10: Current source added to create virtual ground.

low drain-source voltage, the current source has to be made very wide. Simulations show a
current source width of approximately 370 /-Lm in combination with a transistor in the am
plifier of 35 /-Lm. Because parasitics in the current source also scale with transistor width,
these also become big. Simulations show a common mode rejection ratio using this method
of approximately 2 dB per stage. Reason for this low CMRR is the low output impedance of
the current source.

5.3.2 Current source with common mode feedback

To increase the output impedance of the current source, feedback can be used. The schematic
of how to implement this is shown in figure 5.11. The two resistances R1 and R2 are connected
to the gate of the current source. If these resistances are chosen to have equal values, the
signal at the gate of the current source consists solely of the common mode signal present at
the output. This way a common mode rejection is created for both CM input signals and CM
signals arising at the output due to component mismatches.

These resistances should also be chosen in such a way, they do not load the differential
output to much. Therefore the output impedance of the LNA should be « (R1 + R2)' This
is also were the bottleneck arises to implement this in the given technology at 60 GHz. At
the input of the current source there is a big capacitance present. This in combination with
the high impedance of the feedback resistances makes this trick unsuitable for this LNA.
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Figure 5.11: Current source with common mode feedback added.

5.3.3 Resistor

Because of the difficulty of achieving a high impedance using a current source, a simple resistor
is considered as an alternative. Simulations were performed with a resistor at both branches
of interest, located in figure 5.9. Simulations show adding a resistor at common branch #
2 gives little common mode rejection and lowers the input impedance causing it to become
negative in some cases (leading to K -factor < 1, so possible instability). Most successful for
achieving a high CMRR appeared to be a resistor at common branch # 1. Because of this
resistor, the common mode equivalent circuit looks as follows:

The resistor in the equivalent circuit behaves as a resistor of double resistance. This
is because in common mode, the current of two identical stages flows through the resistor.
The difference of this common mode circuit in comparison to the differential mode circuit
concerning gain, is the presence of the resistor in series with the drain inductance. This results
in a low Q-factor of the load of the circuit. Because the gain of the voltage voltage transformer
feedback topology is lowered by a low Q-factor of the load inductance, the common mode is
suppressed. Simulations show a common mode rejection of> 5 dB per stage.
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Figure 5.12: Common mode equivalent circuit.



Chapter 6

Impact of layout

To implement the design on chip, a layout has to be made. In the layout the components are
physically being connected to each other. This cannot be created automatically, so it has to
be done by hand. Many problems arise during this step.

The first problem encountered is the generation of many unavoidable effects, called par
asitic effects. These effects can be modeled with capacitors, resistances and inductances
between the various nodes. During the layout it is possible to do an RC-extraction using
Cadence. This RC-extraction adds the main parasitic components to the design. Then a
simulation can be done including all these components. If the performance is deteriorated
too heavily, the layout should be improved.

This extraction method only gives values for parasitic capacitances and resistances, so
no inductance. If also parasitic inductance extraction is needed, an EM-simulator such as
ADS Momentum must be used. But because EM-simulations in Momentum take a lot of
time, it is not wise to use it continuously. Inductive effects are only of interest for relative big
components, such as the interconnects between the inductors. Therefore only EM-simulations
are performed on such structures.

Another difficulty are the design rules that have to be obeyed during the layout. Design
rules give the designer restrictions on for example the maximum and minimum allowable line
width for the various metal layers. Therefore not every structure is possible to implement on
chip. Another design rule is the maximum allowable DC-current density through the metal
lines. High current means a wide line so high capacitance.

Also a problem is the absence of many "default" components. This means that if a
component is wanted that's not present in the library, it has to be made by hand. This is
valid for the transformers, some capacitors and the transmission lines used in the design. To
model the behavior of these devices, ADS Momentum was used.

Design goal during the layout is to build the circuit in reality without deteriorating the
performance to much. Therefore the distances used in the layout must be well below the
(effective) wavelength. Because this design operates at 60 GHz, this is already a very short
distance. The effective wavelength of these signals in this stack is only about 2.5 mm. This
means the total RF-path in the LNA has to be minimized. So all components should be
placed as short as possible to each other. This also gives rise to problems in the matching
network. To be able to connect the LNA to the in and output bondpads, a certain distance
has to be spanned. To model the effects present due to this, ADS Momentum has to be used.

Concluding it can be seen the layout is an important step in the design of the LNA.

71
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Choices made in this step have big influence on the overall performance of the eventual
amplifier. Therefore it is very important to look at different solutions and choose the best
options.

6.1 MOST's

Because the dimensions in the layout of the transistors are very small, high parasitic capac
itance can be created. These capacitances result in a lower it of the device. This can be
prevented by choosing thin metal lines for the connections to drain, bulk, gate and source.

On the other hand, thin metal lines result in high resistances and low maximum DC
current. The resistances result in bad noise performance (mainly due to the resistance in the
gate) and also deteriorate the gain, and the low DC current sets a maximum on the biasing
of the CMOS device. So during the layout of the transistors, there is a tradeoff between high
it, low noise and maximum bias current.

Source

Figure 6.1: Transistor layout first stage (W = 35j.Lm, L = 65nm, finger width = 1j.Lm).

In figure 6.1 the layout of one transistor used in the first stage is shown. Using Cadence,
it is possible to do an RC-extraction on the layout. This means an approximation of reality
is made by including various parasitic resistances and capacitances in the transistor model
due to the choices made in the layout. This way a very accurate model of the system is made
after layout. To see any damage done by bad choices, simulations were done before and after
layout. The layout of the transistor shown in figure 6.1 is optimized in such a way there is
little difference between the performance with or without the extra effects obtained during
RC-extraction.

To be able to have a DC-current through the transistor that is high enough for good
performance, the connections to the drain and to the source have been made with a certain
width and several metal layers in parallel.

The drain and source of the transistor are directly connected to the transformer. Therefore
the distance between the transformer and the MOST is very small. In fact, the transistors
lie exactly underneath the transformer. To prevent undesired effects due to coupling of the
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transformer with the transistor, shielding has been placed between the transistor and the
transformer. The shielding has been implemented using metal bars. Due to these metal lines,
the electric field originating from the transformer is shortened above the transistor.

6.2 Transformer

To implement the transformer on chip, three metal layers are used. These layers are the
two thickest copper layers for the drain inductor, and the aluminum layer on top for the
source inductor. Because the DC-current of each transistor flows through L d and L s , both
inductors have to meet a certain current density specification. This causes most problems for
the source inductor. This is due to the low electro migration of aluminum. This, together with
the demands from the previous sections, results in the chosen dimensions for the transformer.
In figure 6.2 the transformer is shown (metal 1 is not shown).

+---E---+Transformer #1

oE---~""""T ransformer #2

Figure 6.2: Transformer in the layout with underneath the transistors and the decoupling
capacitors at the right.

As can be seen from this picture, the transistors are exactly underneath the transformers.
This is to minimize the distance from the transistors to the transformers.
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6.3 Coplanar wave guide

74

For interconnecting the two stages to each other and to the bondpads, coplanar wave guides
(CPW's) are used. As a characteristic impedance 50 n is chosen, because the probes will be
50 n as well. The layout is shown in figure 6.3 using a current density plot.

Figure 6.3: Coplanar waveguide used in the layout.

To do simulations in Momentum, an approximation has been made by only including
the top and bottom metal layers, because these are dominant for the behavior. Therefore a
lower capacitance per unit length is expected in simulation than in reality, so a slight higher
characteristic impedance. To describe the behavior of the T-line, the following model was
used, which is valid for lengths shorter than ~ Aeff /20 which is approximately 125 p,m for 60
GHz in the stack used (see figure 6.4):

R L

Figure 6.4: RLGC equivalent circuit of the CPW.

Using the telegrapher's equations the behavior can be described [5]. These are given in
the appendix. To retrieve the information about the characteristic impedance and complex
propagation constant from simulations and measurements, the ABCD matrix can be used
(with d being the length of the transmission line). This matrix is given as follows for a
transmission line:

ABCD = [ cosh ,d Zo sinh ,d ]
1

0
sinh ,d cosh '"yd

----+Zo=~

----+ ,d = (ex + jJ3)d = In (A + ZoC)

Loss = ex = 4.343(~ + GZo) dB/unit length
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Simulation results show a Zo of 52.8 D and a loss of approximately 1.18 dB/mm at 60
GHz. The RLGC values are given below for the simulated CPW.

R = Re[Zo . 1'] ~ 12.6mD/f.lm

L = Im[Zo .1'] ~ 0.348pH/f.lm
27rf

G = Re [;0] ~ 0.62f.lS/ f.lm

C = 1m [ l' f] ~ 0.13fF/ f.lm
Zo·27r

6.4 Shielding inductors and transformer

To prevent the EM field generated in the inductors and the transformer to penetrate the
substrate, a shield will be used. The shield has to be implemented in such a way there
is as little deterioration of the inductor performance as possible. To do so, the shield is
implemented with a certain pattern. The shield is shown in figure 6.5 situated between the
inductor and the substrate.

Figure 6.5: Inductor with patterned shield above the substrate.

Because of the horizontal lines there is almost no eddy current possible in the shield.
Therefore the effect on the performance of the inductor is small. But because the EM field is
shortened by the shield, there is little field penetrating the substrate. To see the effect of the
shield on the inductor, simulations are performed using Momentum. The minimal line width
of the used metal in the shield is O.If.lm. This is not possible for simulation in Momentum
because of memory reasons. Therefore simulations were performed using line widths of 2f.lm,
1 f.lm and 0.7f.lm. The biggest effect on the performance of the inductor is observed in the
Q-factor. The simulation results concerning the Q-factor are shown in figure 6.6.

As can be seen from this figure, the smaller the line width is chosen, the higher the Q
factor becomes. Also with increasing frequency, a smaller line width must be chosen to have
the same relative difference in deterioration of the Q-factor. At 60 GHz the Q-factor without
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Figure 6.6: Q-factor for different frequencies versus line width.

shield is equal to 22. If the line in figure 6.6 is extrapolated to smaller line widths, it will not
reach 22. So the shield will give some deterioration concerning the Q-factor, even when the
minimal line width of 0.1 /-Lm is chosen, but the effect will be small. Therefore the line width
in the shield is chosen to be this minimal value.

Decided was to keep the shield floating to minimize the capacitance to ground. This will
result in a higher resonance frequency.

6.5 Inductors

The LNA uses four inductors besides the transformers. Two from the bondpad to the input
of the first stage, and two between the two stages. Because these components have a big size
compared to the other components, they must be placed at a certain physical distance from
the rest of the layout. Also the field generated in these components must be kept away from
other components as much as possible to avoid undesired coupling. Therefore the inductors
will have a shield as discussed in section 6.4 and the connections to the inductors will be made
with coplanar wave guides as discussed in section 6.3. The used structure for the inductors
is shown in figure 6.7.

Simulations in Momentum show a slight higher inductance due to the bends used to
connect the inductor to the CPW. This effect has been taken into account during the design.
The resulting Q-factors of the first and second stage inductors are respectively 15 and 13.

6.6 Capacitances

In the design two types of capacitors are used. One type to filter the power supply and bias
voltages, and another type to provide a DC-decoupling between the first and second stage.
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Figure 6.7: First stage inductor with CPW interconnect.

The capacitors used to filter the DC-voltages are fringe capacitors using every metal layer.
These capacitors will have a certain capacitance to substrate, but this is not a problem because
there is also a DC-voltage present, namely ground. In total there is 12 pF of capacitance to
ground made by the capacitors to filter the power supply voltage. To filter the bias voltages
there is approximately 2 pF per bias voltage in added capacitors. The layout is designed
is such a way there is high capacitance between the DC-paths by making small distances
between them.

The second capacitor type is used for DC-decoupling between the first and second stage
and therefore transports the RF-signal. It is desirable in this capacitor to have a high capac
itance value with a high Q and low capacitance to ground (substrate). Therefore only the
three top copper metal layers have been used, so there is more distance between the capacitor
and the substrate. A drawback of this approach is the fact that there will be less capacitance
in this topology compared to the capacitors with all metal layers. A decoupling capacitance
of approximately 120 fF was made this way. In figure 6.2 this capacitor is shown.

6.7 Resistors

For the common mode rejection, resistances will be used. These resistances must be able to
transport the complete DC-current of the stage. Therefore a certain width has to be reached.
Also important in designing the resistances is to keep the W /L ratio smaller than 1, to reach a
reliable resistance value. In figure 6.8 the layout of a resistor is shown. The red areas indicate
a resistor. On top and at the bottom there is a connection present.

To prevent a W /L ratio smaller than 1, the resistor has been divided in several parallel
resistors of higher value. Next to the middle four resistances, two dummy resistances are
placed. This is also to increase the reliability, because the resistances at the far left or far
right are usually worse.

Another resistor is used in the biasing of the transistors. These resistances must be quite
large to avoid loading of the input. Resistance values of approximately 40 H2 are chosen for
this. To obtain such a high resistance value, an extra layer in the layout is needed.
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Dummy resistor

Connection #1

Dummy resistor

Connection #2

Figure 6.8: Layout CMR resistor.

6.8 Total layout

After putting all components together the total layout is formed. This is shown in figures
6.9, 6.10 and 6.11. The left bondpad is the differential input, the right bondpad is the
differential output (both GSGSG). Both signal bondpads have an ESD diode included to
prevent damaging by static discharge. To get the in and output signals to the bondpads, the
coplanar "lave guides are used. The two stages are build around this CPW.

The top and bottom bondpads are GPPG pads and are power supply and bias voltages
respectively. To provide low ohmic connections from the bondpads to the circuit, wide metal
lines are used and the DC lines are situated on top of each other to increase capacitance
between them.

To shift the reference planes for the measurements, de-embedding structures have been
included. These are open, short and load. After de-embedding the reference planes are shifted
to the input of the inductor, and the output of the second stage. This way there is a possibility
to measure the performance of the LNA solely, without the bondpads.
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Figure 6.9: Complete layout voltage voltage transformer feedback LNA (left) and one de
embedding structure (short, right).
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Ground

Signal in +

Signal in-

80

Ground

Signal out +

Figure 6.10: The complete LNA. At the left the differential input can be seen and on the right
the differential output, both using CPWs. To provide low ohmic connections from the power
supply bondpads to the circuit, wide metal lines are used and the DC lines are situated on
top of each other to increase capacitance between them. DC capacitances are used (indicated
by the black squares) to filter the supply and bias voltages at the indicated positions. The
squares underneath the inductors are the shields. From left to right can be seen: The first
gate inductances, stage 1, the second gate inductances and stage 2.
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Figure 6.11: Close-up first stage.



Ch.apter 7

Simulations

During the complete layout traject, simulations were performed to see whether the perfor
mance is deteriorated by choices made in the layout. Goal during this stage was to obtain
approximately the same performance of the circuit after the layout. It was seen the perfor
mance did not change very much, but the gain became a little less, and the NF increased a
little bit. In this section the simulated performance after layout will be presented.

7.1 Noise figure and Gain

The main parameters for the LNA are noise figure and the gain. These parameters are quite
sensitive to the variation of the Q-factors of the inductors used. Simulations performed in
Momentum showed Q-factors around 14 for the gate inductors. Therefore these values were
used during simulations in Cadence. In figure 7.1 the gain and noise figure is shown over the
frequency band of interest. As can be seen from this figure, the gain flatness of 0.5 dB over
the entire bandwidth has been achieved. The gain is approximately equal to 10.6 dB and the
noise figure is 3.8 dB at maximum.

82
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Figure 7.1: NF and 821 performance over the bandwidth of interest.
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If the bias voltage of the first stage is varied, the performance of the LNA changes as
shown in figure 7.2. As can be seen there is an optimum at Vbiasj ~ 0.82 V.
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Figure 7.2: NF and 821 performance over variation of Vbiasj .
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The variation of the bias voltage of the second stage leads to the following NF and 821

variation (figure 7.3). As can be seen the variation of the noise figure is most dominant as
a function of Vbias1 , as expected according to Friis equation. The optimal value of Vbia,S2 is
approximately equal to 0.8 V.
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Figure 7.3: NF and 821 performance over variation of Vbias2'
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Next the variation of 821 and the NF is simulated as a function of ZSTC' The imaginary
part is equal to 0 using the gate inductor, so a purely resistive source results. The variation
is given in figure 7.4. As can be seen there is an optimum concerning both gain and NF, and
they are not equal to each other. In reality the input impedance is set to a certain value, so
there is a trade-off. But as can be seen the variation is not that critical. During simulations
a source impedance of 30 n is chosen.
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Figure 7.4: NF and 821 performance over Zsrc variation.
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7.2 I P3 and 1 dBc

To investigate the linearity of the LNA, the I P3 and 1 dEc gain have been simulated. The
results are shown in figures 7.5 and 7.6.
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Figure 7.5: I P3 simulation. I I P3 ~ 4 dEmo
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7.3 S-parameters

The simulated s-parameters are shown in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Simulated s-parameters.

The sn-parameter indicates the absorbed power generated from the source to LNA. As can
be seen the input match has been set to a higher frequency. This has been done because this
way the gain in the operating bandwidth remains fiat. At minimum the Sll is approximately
-17 dB.

The s22-parameter indicates the absorbed power from the LNA to the output. This is
matched to the center frequency located at 61 GHz and has a minimal value of approximately
-23 dB and stays under -20 dB in the operating bandwidth.

The s12-parameter indicates the signal fiow from output to input. It stays below -40 dB
over the simulated bandwidth. This low value is obtained using the output isolation trick
discussed in section 2.5.1.



Chapter 8

Measurement results

In this chapter the measurement results of the 60 GHz fully differential LNA are presented.
Four different measurements have been performed, namely a DC measurement including
power consumption, S-parameters (common and differential mode), the noise figure and large
signal measurements.

(a) Chip microphotograph of the LNA. (b) Measurement setup.

Figure 8.1: Pictures.

90
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8.1 DC measurement and power consumption at constant bi-.aSlng

The measured current consumption of the LNA is given in figure 8.2. As can be seen the
measured values show a small deviation from the simulated results. The total power con
sumption at both biasing voltages equal to 0.82 V is 17.3 rnA + 12.5 rnA = 29.8 rnA. The
supply voltage has been set to 1.2 V resulting in a total power consumption of 35.8 illW at
this biasing setting.
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Figure 8.2: Current consumption of the first and second stage of the LNA as a function of
the gate-source voltage Vgs . The derivative of the current consumption has been determined
to evaluate the transconductance of the MOSFETs, which is shown in the lower graph.

During the measurements of the S-parameters and noise figure values for Vgs1 of 0.7 and
0.82 Volt were used and values for V9S2 of 0.75 and 0.82 Volt were used. The simulated current
consumption at these biasing levels is compared against the measured values and listed in the
table below:

Vbias Simulated hias Measured Ibias Difference
V gS1 = 0.7 11.2 rnA 11 rnA 2%
V gS1 = 0.82 18.5 mA 17.3 mA 7%
V gs2 = 0.75 10 rnA 9.8 mA 2%
V gs2 = 0.82 13.5 rnA 12.5 mA 8%
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It can be seen the bias current shows small deviation from the simulated results for low
bias voltage levels, but the difference increases when the bias level is increased.

8.2 S-Parameters

To measure important characteristics such as input impedance, output impedance, transducer
gain and available gain of the LNA the S-parameters have also been measured. This has been
done both for differential and common mode excitation.

To measure the S-parameters the measurement setup shown in figure 8.3 has been used.
The Magic-T's (waveguide baluns) provide the translation from a single ended excitation to a
differential excitation, if connected correctly. They can also be connected to provide a common
mode excitation. To be able to measure the S-parameters of the LNA, the influences of the
cables in combination with the Magic-T's and probes will be removed from the measurement
using a calibra.ted sequence. The effects of the bondpa.d, ESD diode and transmission line on
the measurements will be removed afterwards using a de-embedding procedure.

PNA
E8361A

Magic T
+Probe

Bondpad +
ESD + Tline LNA

Bondpad +
ESD + Tline

MagicT
+Probe

(8.1)

Figure 8.3: Measurement setup to measure S-parameters.

8.2.1 De-embedding structures

To de-embed the effects of the bondpad connection with the ESD diode and the transmission
line an open short combination is often used. This is actually not possible at high frequencies
because the model used during this de-embedding procedure is not valid anymore because of
the decreasing wavelength. Therefore a load structure was added, which enables the extraction
of the full S-parameter matrix of the structure to be removed from the measurement. The
measurement results of these structures is shown in figure 8.4.

Using these measurements the S-parameters of the line can be calculated. The input
reflection coefficient r in as a function of the S-parameters of the line is given below [5]:

r. - 8 821 8 12rL
m- 11+ 1 8 r

- 22 L

If we assume 821 = 8 12 , which is a valid assumption for a passive network, the equation
becomes:

8~lrL 8r2r L
r in = 811 + 1 8 r = 8 11 + 1 8 r (8.2)

- 22 L - 22 L

This formula in combination with the knowledge r L is equal to the values listed in the
table below, gives three equations with three unknown values.
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r. Load
In

r. Short
In

r
in

Open

Figure 8.4: Input reflection coefficients of the de-embedding structures load, short and open.

Structure r L

Load 0
Short -1
Open 1

If these equations are solved, the following S-parameters for the bondpad with the ESD
diode and transmission line result (figure 8.5).

...........~:..

S"

o

o

....
....

..'

270

•.•...•••.

........

270

Figure 8.5: Resulting S-parameters of the bondpad with the ESD diode and transmission
line.

The de-embedding procedure that has to be used now looks as follows:
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• Calculate the T-matrix using the S-matrix of both the structure to be de-embedded and
the measurement data [5]:

• Calculate the T-matrix of the LNA using the following equation: TLN A = Tst;uctTrawTst:ud

• Calculate the S-matrix of the LNA using the following equation [5]:

s = [fp
Tll

8.2.2 Differential mode response

In figure 8.6 the differential S-parameters of the LNA are shown (after de-embedding). Be
cause the port impedances are not equal to 100 n, 821 is actually equal to the transducer
gain Gt with Zsrc = 30n and Zload = lOOn with a shunt capacitance of 30 fF.
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Figure 8.6: Measured S-parameters with Zsrc = 30n and Zload = lOOn with a shunt capaci
tance of 30 tF.

1 - Irsl2 2 1 - IrLI 2

11 - rsrinl218211 11 - rL822 12 (8.3)
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It can be seen Gt is approximately equal to 10 dB at 61 GHz (maximum value).
In the band from 58-64 GHz a gain deviation of approximately ± 0.25 dB has been
measured. To see the Gt deviation as a function of the source impedance, r s has been varied
over the range which corresponds to source impedances of 1-100 n. The result is shown in
figure 8.7.

G
1
of the LNA versus Zsrc (imaginary part =0) at 61 GHz

12,.-----,----r-------.--......,....---,-----.,------,----r---,------,

4

2

1009080706050
Rsrc

40302010

o"-----_---'__---'-__-----'--__-----J....__-L...__-'-__---'---__..J.....-__-'--_----J

o

Figure 8.7: Measured transducer gain Gt at 61 GHz as a function of Zsrc' Zload has again
been set to won with a shunt capacitance of 30 fF.

It can be seen the maximum gain is achieved for a source impedance equal to approxi
mately 20 n, the same value as has been observed in simulations. It is also seen the gain
variation is not very sensitive to variations in source resistance.

Next the group delay has been calculated from the measurement results of the LNA. This
is shown in figure 8.8. The group delay has been calculated as follows:

o()
Group delay = - ow (8.7)

In which () is equal to the phase of the S21-parameter.
The average value of the group delay is equal to ~ 20 ps. It can be seen it stays

approximately constant over the entire frequency range l .

1The variation is mainly due to measurement inaccuracy
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Figure 8.8: Measured group delay.
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Lastly the K-factor is given of the LNA in differential mode. The K-factor is defined as
follows:

In which

K = 1 - IS111 2 - 1822 12 - 1~12

21812821 1
(8.8)

(8.9)

If the K-fador is greater than one and I~I is smaller than one, the amplifier is uncondi
tionally stable [5]. Because 8 11 and 822 are both < 1 and 18121 « 1821 1, ~ also is smaller
than one. The K-factor is plotted in the following figure:

K factor differential mode
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Figure 8.9: K-factor in differential mode

As can be seen the K-factor is » 1 in the complete band measured, resulting in uncon
ditional stability for differential mode signals.

8.2.3 Common mode response

To measure the common mode response the baluns are connected in such a way they provide
common mode signals at in and output. The resulting S-parameters after de-embedding are
shown in figure 8.10. Again the 821 parameter actually represents the transducer gain for the
same reasons as already discussed in the previous section. It can be seen the transducer gain in
common mode is equal to approximately -2 dB, resulting in a common mode rejection of
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approximately 12 dB. Although this value is not very high, it does come in close agreement
with the simulated value.
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Figure 8.10: Measured S-parameters with Zsrc = 7.5.0 and Zload = 25.0 with a shunt ca.paci
tance of 120 fF.

Also the K-factor is calculated of the LNA in common mode. Again because 511 and 522
are both < 1 and 15121<< 15211, .6. also is smaller than one. The K -factor is shown in the
following figure:

As can be seen the K-factor is » 1 in the complete band measured, resulting in uncon
ditional stability for common mode signals.
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K factor common mode
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Figure 8.11: K-factor in common mode
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8.3 Noise figure

To measure the noise figure of the LNA the measurement setup shown in figure 8.12(a) has
been used. The noise has been measured from 59.5 GHz up to 66 GHz. No measurements
below this band were performed because the noise source is not defined in this region.

(a) Measurement setup during the noise figure
measurement. At the left the noise source can
be seen. Waveguides have been used as much as
possible to reduce losses.

(b) Downconversion mixer and 60 GHz amplifier.

Figure 8.12: Pictures.

During the NF measurements the equipment in the output path has been calibrated out.
The resulting structure over which the noise figure was measured is shown in figure 8.13
schematically.

Die

Noise Probe Tline LNA Tline Probe SA
Source

I r 11 r 11 r 1 rI I I I I
lout IL

Figure 8.13: Cascade of different stages during the noise measurement.

To be able to calculate the noise figure of the LNA, Friis formula can be used:

F2 - 1 F3 - 1
Ftot = F I +-- + + ... (8.10)

GAV,I G AV,IGAV,2

In which Fx is the noise factor of stage x and GAV,x is the available gain of stage x.
Because the noise factor of a passive structure is equal to the inverse of its available gain, the
noise factor of the LNA can be calculated when the available gain of every stage is known,
and the total noise figure is known. Measurement have been performed be able to calculate
these quantities.
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(8.11)

The available gain of the probes is measured to be approximately equal to -4 dB. To
calculate the available gain of the bondpad with ESD diode and transmission line the S
parameters can be used. Therefore the following formula was used [5]:

1-\fsI2 2 1
GAV = 11-fsSll121S211 1-lfout l2

The same was done for the LNA. As can be seen the equation for the available gain is
dependent on the source impedance (reflection coefficient). Therefore this quantity also has
to be derived for every part in the cascade. Assumed was the f s for the probes is equal to 0,
which is a valid assumption for the probe at the input, but not for the probe on the output
(fy in figure 8.13). But the effect of the output probe is negligible on the overall calculation,
and therefore it is neglected. f w is assumed to be zero because of the lossy probe. f s is equal
to the f out of the first TUne:

f -S Si1fw
s - 22 + 1 _ Sn f w = S22

The noise figure of the LNA is dependent of the source impedance.
is given below in figure 8.14.

lsrc for the LNA during the noise measurement

(8.12)

This source impedance
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Figure 8.14: Source impedance used during the noise measurements.

It can be seen Zsrc is mainly resistive with a resistance of approximately 40 n and a
reactance of approximately 10 n. As can be seen in the simulations this value will result in
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approximately NFmin, SO this value is approximately equal to Zsrc,opt,N F·

rout is equal to the rout of the LNA:

r - S S21 S12r s (8 13)
out - 22 + 1 - S22r s .

With these calculations it is possible to calculate all the available gains of the different
stages in the cascade. Using this rout the available gain of the second Tline can also be
calculated. The available gains of the first and second Tline are respectivily ~ -1.1 dB and
~ -2.5 dB. The resulting available gain of the LNA is given in figure 8.15.
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Figure 8.15: Calculated available gain of the LNA with Zsrc,opt,NF.

The resulting measured noise figure of the LNA is given in figure 8.16. The average
value of the NF over the complete measured bandwidth is ~ 3.8 dB.
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Figure 8.16: Measured noise figure of the LNA.
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8.4 Large signal measurements

To investigate the linearity of the circuit the OIP3, IIP3 and 1 dB compression point have
been measured.

8.4.1 IP3

To measure the IP3 of the LNA almost the same setup is used as during the noise figure
measurement. The cascade is shown in figure 8.17.

Connection

Die

Signal
Probe Probe
and Tline LNA Tline and SAgen. cable cable

Figure 8.17: Cascade of different stages during the IP3 measurement.

The power measured by the spectrum analyzer (SA) is equal to the power delivered to its
input impedance of 50 n (PSA ). The loss of the probes with the cables is measured at 57.5
GHz and at 60 GHz, and are respectively 9.87 dB and 9.7 dB per probe cable combination
with in and output terminated with the characteristic impedance. This structure is assumed
to have a r in = 0 when terminated with the spectrum analyzer which is assumed to have an
input impedance of 50 n. Therefore the power loss of this structure is assumed to be equal
to the measured loss. Also the S-parameters of the transmission lines with the bondpads are
known. Using this information it is possible to calculate the power delivered by the LNA to
the transmission line (PTline ) at the output. Therefore the power gain has to be calculated.

Gp

PSA

PTline

Gp,connection

1 2 1- IrL I2
1- Irinl21S211 11 - S22r LI2

= Gp,connection

Gp,Tline . Gp,cable+probe

(8.14)

(8.15)

(8.16)

The power gain of the connection at the output of the LNA to the spectrum analyzer for
the two frequencies used is given in the table below:

Frequency Gp,connection

57.5 GHz -10.9 dB
60 GHz -10.7 dB

Using these numbers the OIP3 can be calculated using the measurement results. This is
shown for 57.5 GHz and for 60 GHz in the following figures:
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Figure 8.18: Measured OlP3 at 57.5 GHz.
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Figure 8.19: Measured OIP3 at 60 GHz. The lower right plot shows a wideband measurement
using a two tone signal with a spacing of 3 GHz.

Measured transducer power gain Gt at 57.5 GHz and 60 GHz of the LNA with the applied
in and output impedances by the transmission lines are both approximately equal to 7.2 dB.
With this information the IIP3 can be calculated to be equal to approximately 5 clBm at
57.5 GHz and 4 clBm at 60 GHz.
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8.4.2 1 dB compression point

In figure 8.20 the output power delivered to the load as a function of the available input power
is plotted.

Pout versus Pin
10 r------,,----r-----,------,

Gain versus P.
In

8.-------,------.-----,----,------,.---,

5' .

o

~ -5
E
lJ'l
~

S
o

a. -10

7·
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5

lil
"0
-; 4· .. ,., .....
'ro
<9
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3 .
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Figure 8.20: Measured Pout versus Pin and resulting gain. It can be seen the 1 dB com
pression point is situated at approximately -4.6 dBm.

8.5 Comparison simulation vs. measurement

To compare the simulated results obtained after layout and the measured results after tape
out, the transducer gain and noise figure of the LNA are compared in figure 8.21. It can be
seen the simulated results show great similarity with the measured results.
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G,LNA

8.5. COMPARISON SIMULATION VS. MEASUREMENT
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(a) Simulated versus measured transducer gain Ct. (b) Simulated versus measured noise figure.

Figure 8.21: Comparison simulated versus measured results fully balanced LNA 58-64 GHz.



Chapter 9

Conclusions and recommendations

A comparison was made between a 9m-boosted CG topology and two voltage-voltage trans
former feedback LNA's (with and without cascode), all differential. The voltage-voltage
transformer feedback LNA without cascode was designed and taped out in CMOS 65 nm
technology. At the time of this writing this LNA was not measured yet but simulations were
very promising, taking many parasitics and EM simulations for the various passive devices
into account. Because of the use of a CS MOST as an active device without the use of a
cascode MOST for gate drain capacitance neutralization, the noise figure is kept very low.
High gain flatness has been achieved because of the use of (transformer) feedback. All design
goals stated were met except for the gain. But because the noise figure is much lower than
stated in the specifications, this can be solved in the next stage. The next stage is therefore
allowed to have a higher noise figure but higher gain to have the same overall performance.
Another possibility is adding another stage to the LNA, resulting in a low NF, but higher
power consumption.

Also a single transformer was designed, simulated and taped out to verify the simulation
in Momentum with reality. The measurement results show small deviation from the results
obtained in simulation concerning inductance and coupling factor. Q-factors were difficult to
measure accurately.

To keep N F low and 821 high, the losses in the matching network should be kept very
low. Therefore it is important to keep the distance between the bondpads, £g1 and the first
stage as short as possible. Also Rg of the MOSTs used have big influence and should be kept
low. On the other hand, small Rg states more metal to be used in the gate connection and
higher capacitance (lower fd, so there is a trade-off.
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Chapter 10

My own contributions

• Analysis and comparison of four configurations for the LNA using gain, noise perfor
mance including Rg and channel noise and input impedance characteristics;

• Extract behavior model for use in circuit simulator ADS using C gs , Cgd, gm, Rds and a
channel noise source;

• Intensive use of Momentum (EM simulator) for modeling of transformers, transmission
lines and inductors used in the design;

• Complete systematic on chip transformer design:

Metal line width determination;

Determine the structure to be used;

Fit lumped transformer model to Momentum simulation;

• Systematic design V-V transformer feedback LNA;

• Layout transformer and V-V transformer feedback LNA;

• Measurement transformer;

• Investigate calibration methods for high frequencies.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.I Telegrapher's equations

R L

Figure A.I: RLGC equivalent circuit of the CPW.

Each section ~x is modeled by a resistance R (Ojm), inductance L (Hjm), capacitance
C (Fjm) and conductance G (8jm). Therefore the following equations hold:

oi(x, t)
v(x, t) - v(x + ~x, t) = R~x . i(x, t) + L~x ot

And

ov(x, t)
i(x, t) - i(x + ~x, t) = G~x . v(x, t) + C~x ot

Divide by ~x and taking the limit as ~x --+ 0 results in:

ov(x, t) = -R '( ) _ Loi(x, t)
ox 1, x, t ot

And

01:(X, t) = -G ( ) _ Cov(x, t)
ox v x, t ot

For a sinusoidal excitation (f(x) and g(x) are real functions):

v(x, t) = f(x) cos(wt + ¢(x)) = Re[f(x) ej(wtH(x»j = Re[J(x) ej¢(x) ejwtj
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And

i(x, t) = g(x) cos(wt + 7J(x)) = Re[g(x) el(wt+7)(x))] = Re[g(x) ej 7)(x) ejwt ]

Introducing the following phasor quantities:

V(x) = f(x) el<P(x)

I(x) = g(x) ej 7)(x)

a· . a . t
--t -Re[I(x) eJwt ] = -G· Re[V(x) eJwt ] - C-Re[V(x) eJw ]ax at

These equations can be rewritten as:

Re [(d~~X) + (R + jwL)I(x)) ejwt
] = 0

And

This results in the following equations:

dV(x)
-- = -(R + jwL)I(x)

dx

And

dI(x)
-- = -(G + jwC)V(x)

dx

d2V(x)
--t dx2 - (R + jwL)(G + jwC)V(x) = 0

Introducing the complex propagation constant ,:

,= ex + jf3 =J(R + jwL)(G + jwC)

114

The general solution for this second order differential equation is (with A and B being
complex constants):

V(x) = A e-'x + B e'x
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I(x) = -1 dV(x) = I [Ae-I'X + BeI'X]
R+ jwL dx R+wL

Introducing the characteristic impedance Zo:

Zo = R+ jwL =
I

R+jwL

G+jwC

ex.

A B
-+ I(x) = -A e-I'x + -A el'x

Zo Zo

In general wL > Rand wC > G. So Zo and I can also be expressed as follows [6]:

Zo=~

The propagation constant I consists of a phase constant j3 and an attenuation constant

-+ j3 = wJLC rad/unit length

-+ ex = ~ (!!:... + GZo) Np/unit length
2 Zo

To model the loss in dB/unit length, ex must be multiplied by 8.686.

-+ ex = 4.343(~ + GZo) dB/unit length

A.2 Linearity, differential vs. single ended

To compare the performance concerning higher order distortion in a single ended situation to
a differential situation, this will be calculated for both stages, starting with the single ended.
The large signal output current of a single MOST can be approximated by the following
Taylor expansion:

If only the AC behavior is taken into account and I~t(Vb) = 9m, the expression converges
to the following with 9:n and 9':n being the first and second derivatives of 9m respectively.

, "
lout(Vin) ~ 9mVin + ~7Vi; + ~7Vi~ + ...
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For a sinusoidal excitation this expression becomes:

g' A2 gil A3
lout (A cos(wt)) ~ gmA cos(wt) +~ cos2 (wt) +~ cos3 (wt) + ...

2. 3.

g' A
2

( ) gil A 3 ( )
~ gm A cos(wt) + 21.2 1 + cos(2wt) + 31.4 3 cos(wt) + cos(3wt) + ...

g' A 2 ( gil A3 ) g' A 2 gil A3
~ ~, + gmA +3~, COS(wt) +~I cos(2wt) +~, cos(3wt) + ...

2. ·2 3. ·4 2. ·2 3. ·4
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In the differential situation the output current is the difference of output current of two
single ended stages, one exited with Vin/2 and the other with - Vin/2. The Taylor expansion
for the large signal AC output current then looks as follows:

As can be seen the second order distortion cancels by using the differential topology. This
cancellation holds for all even order distortions because x 2n = (_x)2n (for all n EN). For a
sinusoidal excitation the expression becomes:

gil A3
~ gmAcos(wt) +~, cos3 (wt) + ...

3. ·4

gil A3 gil A3
~ (gm A + 33~ 16) cos(wt) + 3~ 16 cos(3wt) + ...

As can be seen also the odd order distortion is less compared to the single ended situation.
Therefore a better I P3 performance is expected for the differential situation compared to the
single ended situation, but of course the differential situation will consume twice the power
due to the use of two MOSTs.

A.3 Noise factor, differential vs. single ended

To calculate the noise factor of a differential system (as shown in figure A.2), also the half
circuit concept may be used if the following holds:

T-Tn,l - n,2

E[vn,l . Vn,2] = E[in,l . in,2] = E[vn,l . in,2] = E[in,l . Vn,2] = 0
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A.3. NOISE FACTOR, DIFFERENTIAL VS. SINGLE ENDED
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Figure A.2: Differential system with all noise sources brought to the single ended inputs
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Figure A.3: Current noise sources brought to the input and output

The noise sources can be brought to the differential input as shown in figures A.3 and
A.4.

The ABCD matrix of a differential circuit can be derived from the ABCD matrix of the
single ended circuit as follows:

The four voltage sources due to the current noise sources cancel because AD = ASE. The
resulting noise sources due to the current noise sources are:

CD in,! 'tn ,!

CSE 2

CDin ,2 i n ,2

CSE 2
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1 ..,
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Figure A.4: All noise sources referred to the input

Because of the statements at the start of this section, the resulting input noise looks as
follows:

1--12 1-+ -.- Zsrc 12 1-+ -.- Zsrc 12
Vn,in = Vn,l 2n ,1' -2- + Vn ,2 2n ,2' -2-

1-12 2 1- + -;- Zsrc [2Vn,in = . Vn 2n ' -2-

The noise factor of the differential situation then becomes:

4ktRsrc + 2· IVn + in' Z~rc 1
2

FD = ------'---------"----'
4ktRsrc

Iv+~·b=12FD = 1 + n n 2
4kt!1=

2

The noise factor of the single ended situation is:

F 1
IVn + in' Zsrcl 2

SE = + "'------'---
4ktRsrc

So conclusion is the noise figure for the differential situation and for the single ended
situation are related in the following way:

(
Zsrc)FD(Zsrc) = FSE -2-
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Figure A.5: The location of the channel noise in the differential common gate stage
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A.4 Noise factor calculation of the gm-boosted CG LNA

120

To calculate the noise factor of the 9m-boosted common gate LNA, all noise sources have to
be referred to the input. In figures A.5, A.6 and A.7 it is explained how this can be done for
the channel noise.

The input referred noise voltage due to the channel noise looks as follows for the single
ended circuit. Later it will be adjusted for the differential case as already explained in the
appendix.

v; in channel = IB + (D - 1)ZsrcI24kT'Y9m, ,

To calculate the ABCD-parameters, also the single ended circuit is used. The small signal
equivalent circuit of the first stage (without cascode) is shown in figure A.S. The impedance
seen looking into the next common gate stage is modeled by Zload. After having calculated
the ABCD-parameters of the single ended circuit, they can also be easily calculated for the
differential case as shown previously.

AC

Z source
v,

N

i5
Ql
a.

Figure A.S: Small signal equivalent circuit of the 9m-boosted common gate LNA

The node equations of the small signal equivalent circuit are given below (k is the coupling
between the two inductors):

lsCgs + 9m + R~s + S(1-~2)Ll

Y = -sCgs - S(1-k2~YLJ:T2
-9m - ~s

-sCgs - 9m - S(1-k2~v'LIL2
s(Cgs + Cgd ) + S(1-~2)L2

9m - SCgd

1 1- Rds

-sCgd
_1_ +SC d+-1
Zload 9 Rds

For the calculation of the Band D parameters, Rds has been ignored to ease the cal
culations. Simulations show a bit higher noise factor due to this. But the optimum stays
approximately constant.
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B ~ s2(1 - k2)L2(Cgd + Cgs ) + 1
s3(1 - k2)L2CgsCgd + s2(1 - k2)L2Cgd9m + sknCgd + 9m(1 - kn)

n = JL2 /L 1

If the coupling k -7 -1, the higher order terms disappear:

B~ 1
9m(1 + n) - snCgd

2 11 + Zsrc(s(1 + n)nCgd + s(1 + n)2CgS + sl )12
-7 v . ~ 1 4kT,,(9m

n,m,channel 9m(1 + n) - snCgd

To minimize the input referred noise due to the channel noise, L 1 , Cgs and Cgd can be
chosen to resonate at the operating frequency. To do so, L 1 should be chosen to have the
following value:

v2 . h I ~ I 1 124kT,,(9mn,m,c anne 9m(1 + n) - snCgd

The expression consists a pole at:

9m(1 + n) 9 9
wpole = C >~ > m = 21Tit

n gd Cgd Cgd + Cgs

The position of the pole is beyond the it of the device so this effect can be ignored. The
resulting input referred noise voltage due to the channel noise then looks as follows:

v2 '" 4kT"(
n,in,channel'" 9m(1 + n)2

Next the influence of the noise due to Rg will be investigated. Goal is to define one ABCD
matrix of the complete system with the influence of Vn included. Therefore the definition of
the ABCD matrix is given:

ABCD= [ A B]. [ Vout ] [ Yin ]
C D lout Im
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Figure A.9: Building one ABCD matrix out of two matrices and the noise source due to Rg •

And the following equation must hold:

[
Yin ] _ [A B]. [ Vout ] = 0
1m C D lout

ABCDMOST,CG = [~: ~:]

[
AT BT ]

ABCDTransJormer = CT DT = [

Yin, lin, Vout and lout are defined as follows:

Yin = Yin,M + Vn + Vout,T = Yin,T

lout = lout,M = lin,M + lout,T

Combining these equations gives the ABCD matrix of the complete system. If Vn is looked
at input referred, it results in a voltage and a current source as follows:
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If Rds and Rg are neglected in this step, the following approximation results:

1 . ~ _1_ . -s2(1 - kn)L]Cgd(SCgs + gm) + gm - sCgd . V,

n,m ~ sL] s2(1 - k2)L2Cgd(SCgs + gm) + sknCgd + gm(1- kn) n

For high negative coupling this results in:

11,. ~ gm - SCgd . V, ~~
n,tn,Rg (1 +) C n 1 +gm n - sn gd n

1 ~ _1_ . gm - SCgd . 1I' ~ Vn
ntnR ~ Vn~

, , 9 sL] gm(1 + n) - snCgd s(l + n)L]

This results in the following input referred noise due to Rg :

2 4kTRg 1 ZSTC 1
2

v· ~ 1+--
n,m,Rg (1 + n)2 sL]

The noise factor then becomes:

If XsTc,SE is chosen to be equal to ~ -wL], the noise due to Rg becomes very small. The
noise contribution due to Rg is already much smaller than due to the channel noise if realistic
values are filled in, so it can be neglected, resulting in:

F ~ "(
gm-boosted,SE ~ 1 + (1 + )2Rgm n STC

And for the differential case:

(
ZSTC)FD(ZSTC) = FSE -2-

2"(
~ Fgm-boosted ~ 1 + (1 + )2R

gm n STC

A.5 Noise factor calculation of the V-V transformer FB LNA

To determine the noise factor of the voltage voltage transformer feedback LNA, the channel
noise has to be referred to the input.

In the last step, the ABeD parameters for the circuit with the signal between the source
and ground seen as the output are used. This way the current source connected between the
ground and the source of the MOST can be moved to the input. Besides the channel noise
the noise generated in the gate resistance also has to be included. This noise source is already
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v~,src

(a) Channel noise in MOST. (b) Channel noise referred to the input of the MOST.
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(c) Current noise source split in two sources. (d) Channel noise referred to the input of the LNA.

at the input of the system. The total noise contribution referred to the input for the single
ended circuit then looks as follows:
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For the calculation of the input referred noise Bcs, Dcs, B x and D x need to be known.
The parameters for the common source are already known from section 2.1.

Bcs = 1 + sRg(Cgs + Cgd)
SCgd - 9m

Dcs = s(Cgs + Cgd)
SCgd - 9m

Because 9m/Cgd and l/(Rg(Cgs +Cgd)) both are> 9m/(Cgs +Cgd ) = Wt, these parameters
can be approximated by:

-1
Bcs~

9m

D
-s(Cgs + Cgd)cs ~ ---'---"-----"---

9m

3(1 k2 )L C C 2( k2 )L C ( 1) s2(1-k
2

)LdC9s (C C)s - d gs gd + s 1 - d gd 9m + -R + R + s gs + gd
ds ds

If!! =-~
k cgd

For high coupling Dxl!! __~ converges to:
k- c

gd

1· D I - s(Cgs + Cgd)
1m x n_ ~ - )

k---+-l 7t-- Cgd 9m(1 + n

The B parameter has the same denominator as the D parameter, so when the output
isolation is applied (n/ k = -CgslCgd ), the formula also becomes smaller. The resulting
formula is still quite big so an approximation will be given for high coupling. For high
coupling Bxl!!. __~ converges to:

k - Cgd

1· B I _ 1 + sRg(Cgs + Cgd ) ~ 1
1m x n ~ - ~)

k---+-l k:=- cgd 9m(1 + n) 9m(1 + n

The input referred noise then looks as follows:

lim TI ~
k---+-l n,tn !!=_~

k Cgd
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4kTRg + I (S(~9S + Cgd ) _ ~) + Zsrc' (S2(~gS + Cgd )2 _ s(Cgs + C9d )) 124kT,gm
gm(1 + n) gm gm(l + n) gm

With resulting single ended noise factor:

1 + Rg + Igm I (S(~9S + Cgd ) _ ~) + Zsrc' (S2(~gS + Cgd )2 _ s(Cgs + C9d )) 1
2

R src R src gm(l + n) gm gm(l + n) gm

Differentially the noise factor becomes (as discussed in section A.3):

126

1 + 2 Rg + 2 /gm 1(s(C9S + Cgd ) _ ~) + Zsrc . (S2(Cgs + Cgd)2 _ s(Cgs + C9d)) 1
2

R src Rsrc g~(1 + n) gm 2 g~(l + n) gm

If a source impedance is chosen with a real and inductive part (Zsrc = R src + sLsrc ) to
tune out the capacitive effects and thereby lower the noise factor, it becomes:

F ~ 1 2 Rg 2/gm 1 (s(C9S + Cgd ) 1) Rsrc+sLsrc (S2(CgS +C9d? s(Cgs+Cgd))12
dff ~ + --+ -- -- + .

t R src R src g~(l + n) gm 2 g~(l + n) gm

To find the optimal value for L src the partial derivative is taken:

of = 0
oLsrc

The same can be done for Rsrc . If Lsrc is chosen to have this optimal value for noise, the
resulting optimal value for R src is as follows:

2 gm(l + n)JgmRg
----t Rsrc,opt,NF ~ ;;:v. (C C)y' 2(C C)2 2 ( )2

V I W gd + gsW gd + gs + gm 1 + n

Wt
Rsrcopt NF ~ 2-(1 + n)·

" W

Wt
R src opt NF ~ 2-(1 + n) .

" W
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Because W ~ wtl2 for 60 GHz in CMOS 65 nm, the optimal source resistance is approxi
mately equal to:

Rsrc,opt,NF ~ 4(1 + n) .

{figRsrc.opt N F ~ 4 --. , ,9m

If R g becomes small, Rsrc,opt,NF also becomes small. The resulting noise figure with
Zsrc,opt,N F is as follows:

2)~~fW(C9d + Cgs )' y'W2(Cgd + Cgs )2 + 9~(1 + n)2 + 9m(1 + n)
F· ~----'-------------------------

mm 9m(1 + n)

If the dependence of the various transistor parameters are seen proportional of transistor
width W, the resulting dependence of the noise figure as a function of transistor width can
be observed:

)Y;W.YW2+W2+W W+W
F min ex = = 1

W W

So the minimum noise factor is independent of the chosen transistor width. A further
approximation of the minimum noise figure can be given in the form:

2) ~~fW(Cgd + Cgs ) . y'w2 + wl(l + n)2 + Wt(1 + n)F . ~ ----=-....e:....- --,-_---,-- _
mm ~ wt(l + n)

Because wl(l + n)2 > w2, Fmin is approximately equal to:

vRg~ w VFmin ~ 1 + 2 -_. w(Cgd + Cgs ) = 1 + 2- . R g,9m
9m Wt

The resulting minimal noise figure at 60 GHz is approximately:

Fmin ~ 1 + y'Rg,9m

If Rg again becomes small, the minimal noise factor also becomes small.
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Abstract-The unlicensed band around 60 GHz enables gigabit
communication. This paper describes the design, simulation and
tape-out of a 60 GHz differential LNA. It makes use of a trans
former for feedback and Cgd neutralization purposes. Therefore
the characteristics of a transformer were investigated comparing
calculations, simulations and measurements. To decide which
topology to use, a comparison was made between a common gate
and a common source topology, both using transformer feedback.
The resulting LNA achieves simulated 821 of 10.7 dB with gain
ftatness of 0.2-0.3 dB, NF of 3.6-3.8 dB, I I P3 of 4 dBm and 1
dBc of -9.8 dBm, while consuming 35 mW at 1.2 V.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand for higher data rate in RF commu
nication links requires the use of more bandwidth. Around
60 GHz, 6 GHz of unlicensed bandwidth is available which
enables data rates of several gigabits per second. To implement
such systems, modem CMOS technology is interesting be
cause of its promise to use digital signal processing combined
with RF front end electronics. This enables the integration of
a full system on chip. Several problems have to be conquered
to succeed this challenge.

In order to achieve the required 6 GHz bandwidth (~ 9.8
%) for the LNA, feedback must be applied. At these high
frequencies the use of coupled structures such as transfonners
to apply this feedback become interesting because of their
low noise contribution, low DC-voltage drop and because their
dimensions are not such a big issue anymore. To investigate
the performance of such a device on chip, a transfonner was
designed, taped out and measured for verification.

Another difficulty is the fact that modern CMOS technolo
ies operate at low supply voltages making the use of several
ascoded MaSTs difficult. Therefore solutions must be found
y using as little stacked devices as possible.

Then there are also the numerous parasitic effects that have
o be taken into account in order to model the behavior of
he system correctly. To implement the LNA, different active
opologies were investigated (CS, CG) using both calculations
nd simulation, resulting in an implementation on chip.

In section II, different topologies are investigated after
hich a decision is made. In section III the modeling, simula-

ion and design of transformers is addressed, resulting in the
ape-out and measurement of a transformer on chip. In section

the design of the LNA is discussed and in section V the
mpact of the layout on this design is explained. In section VI
imulation results are reported. At the moment of this writing
o measurement results of the LNA were available yet.

II. TOPOLOGIES

In a literature search different topologies were investigated
to implement a differential LNA at 60 GHz. Starting point
for this search is the use of feedback to achieve high gain
flatness. An interesting way of applying feedback at 60 GHz
is making use of transformers. Applying feedback is possible
over some different active topologies such as common gate
and common source. First a comparison will be given for these
two topologies. After this comparison several topologies using
feedback will be investigated for the 60 GHz LNA. Eventually
a decision will be made between the different topologies based
on the noise, S21 and input impedance performance.

A. Common source

With the CS topology the source is connected to AC ground
and the gate is connected to the signal source. To compare the
topologies the voltage and current gain will be determined
using the ABCD-parameters. Also the input impedance and
noise factor will be calculated.

D- 1 = lout I ~ sCgd - 9m

lin Vov.t=O S(CgS + C gd )

Because 9m > R~" the CS topology has both voltage,
and current gain bigger than one possible (up to a certain
frequency). To calculate the noise factor Fcs , the noise
generated in the transistor channel and the noise due to the
gate resistance have been taken into account.

R I I 1

2

F cs ~ 1 + -g- + R 1 + Zsrc(sCgs + SCgd)
Rsrc 9m src

To minimize Fcs, Zsrc must have a certain inductance ---+

Zsrc = R src + sLsrc . To determine the optimal value for
L src , the derivative is taken and made equal to zero. This
results in the following optimal source inductance and Fcs
( . h 9on)
Wit Wt = cg .• +C,d :



As can be seen from this fonnula, maximizing Wt lowers
the noise factor. Therefore 9m must be maximized, at the cost
of power consumption. Because W/Wt ~ 1/2 for 60 GHz in
CMOS 65 nm (at optimal biasing):

Rg ,

Fcs ~ 1 + -R + 49mRsre
sre

To determine the optimal source resistance, again the deriva
tive is taken (this time to R sre ) and made equal to zero:

aFcs {f£g-aR = 0 -> Rsre,opt,N F ~ 2 --
sre ,9m

-> FCS,min ~ 1 + V'9mRg

As can be seen the minimum noise factor becomes small for
small Rg • Last feature to determine is the input impedance.

S2CgdCgs(RdsIIZload) + SCgd(9m(RdsIIZload) + 1) + sCgs

As can be seen the effect of C gd on the input impedance is
being multiplied by 9m(RdsIIZload). This is the Miller effect.
This also causes a path from the drain to the source (output
to input). When the CS topology is used in an LNA, this
signal path should be blocked to prevent instability. The Miller
capacitance (Cm ) is equal to 9m(RdsIIZload)Cgd.1f the effect
of Cm is big, the input impedance converges to:

1
Zin = R g + -C-,,---

s gs + 9m

On the other hand, if the effect of Cm is small, the input
impedance converges to:

1
Zin = R g + (C C)

S gd + gs

So the input impedance will be between these extremes,
depending on Zload. The situation with little Miller effect has
the same L sre for both power match and Fmin .

B. Common gate

With the CG topology the gate of the MOST is connected
to AC ground and the source is connected to the signal source.
The same parameters are calculated for the CG as for the CS.

A-I _ Vout I ~ 9m + II;;
- \!in Iouf.=O ~ SCgd + R:,

D- 1 = lout I ~ 9m + It;;
lin Vout=O sCgS + 9m + R~.,

Because D- 1 is always $ 1, the current gain of the CG
topology is $ 1. Therefore only voltage gain is possible.
FCG including the MOST channel noise as well as the noise
generated in Rg looks as follows (neglecting Rds ):

Po 1 Rg 1 9m - SCgd(SCgsZsre + 9m Z sre + 1) 1
2

CG~ +-- +
R sre 9m

,9m 11 + SZsreCgsl2

R sre 9m

If Zsre is formed with a resistive and an inductive part,
again an inductance can be chosen to lower FCG. To find the
optimal value of L sre , the derivative of the noise factor is
taken and made equal to zero.

aFcG = 0->
aLsre

L RgCgd(w2CgdCgs - 9~) + C gs ,9m
sre,opt,N F ~ 2R C2 ( 2C2 + 2) + 2C2W 9 gd W gs 9m W gs ,9m

For small R g, Lsre,opt,N F -> w22:q,' To find Rsre,opt,N F,
also the derivative is taken and made equal to zero:

aFCG = 0->
aRsre

2 /w2R~C;d + R g,9m
R '" 9m V

sre,opt,NF'" 2 . w2RgC;d(w2C~s + 9~) +w2C~s,9m

The resulting Fmin is approximately equal to:

W / 2 2 2
FCG,min ~ 1 + wRgCgd + 2Wt . VW R9Cgd + R g,9m

As can be seen from this formula, also for the common gate
topology maximizing Wt lowers the noise factor. Therefore
9m must be maximized, at the cost of power consumption.
If realistic values are filled in at 60 GHz in CMOS 65 nm,
FCG,min is approximately equal to:

-> FCG,min ~ 1 + VRg'9m

As can be seen the Fmin becomes small for small R g.
Next feature is the input impedance. If Zload is assumed small
(which is the case when using a cascode), the input impedance
(= R in + sXin ) is approximately:

-wCgs -wCgs
X in ~ (9 + _1_)2 + w 2C2 ~ 92 + w2C2

m Rd., gs m gs

This input impedance is an important feature of the C
topology. It gives the designer the freedom to choose an inpu
impedance by setting the biasing of the MOST. By doing this
matching between the LNA and the antenna can be provided

Cgs
Lsre,mateh = 2 + 2C2 =I- Lsre,N F

9m W gs

As can be seen there is a tradeoff between the optima
inductance concerning noise performance and input match.



Fig. 2. Small signal equivalent circuit of the 9m -boosted common gate LNA
(single ended). Zload models the next stage, so the cascade MOST.

C. Discussion CS - CG

As shown in sections II-A and ll-B the Fmin and voltage
gain of both topologies are approximately equal:

FCS,min ~ FCC,min ~ 1 + VRg'9m

Main disadvantage of the CS stage is the presence of the
Miller effect This has to be blocked, what will result in
an input resistance equal to Rg , which is usually small and
results in a high Q input (feedback can change this). Main
disadvantage of the CG stage is the current gain ::; 1. This
results in a higher noise contribution of the next stage in the
LNA, and thereby deteriorating the overall noise performance.

AC

Z source N
0'
III
a.

D. Gm -boosted common gate

The first topology discussed as a candidate for the 60 GHz
LNA is the 9m-boosted CG LNA. For the active part this
topology makes use of a CG stage. As seen in the previous
part this has as an advantage that there is an easy way of
providing a wideband input match. After applying this, the
biasing of the transistor is set to a certain value resulting in a
certain noise figure. When using 9m-boosting, a lower noise
figure can be achieved with the common gate stage while still
maintaining the input match criterion [I]. The schematic of
the 9m-boosted CG LNA is shown in figure 1.

ig. I. Gm-boosted common gate LNA. The left combination of £[ and
2 forms a transformer as well as the right combination. The CG input stage

s followed by another CG stage, so a cascode. This is done to increase
he output impedance and it increases output isolation. Because the common
ate topology only gives voltage gain, the output impedance must be high to
rovide enough gain. The biasing of the transistors is done at the inductors.

I) Input impedance: To calculate the input impedance the
mall signal circuit shown in figure 2 is used. An ideal cascode
s assumed, so Zload = O. The input impedance with Cgd , R g
nd Rd,s neglected looks as follows (for high coupling):

2
Zin ~ 2 ) 1sCgs (1+n) +9m(1+n +""8"L";

As can be seen from this formula, Re[Zin] of the 9m
boosted CG LNA is approximately lowered by a factor of
l~n in comparison of the conventional CG stage. This is due
to the amplification between the source and gate.

2) Noise factor: If L 1 is chosen equal to the value deter
mined in section II-D I, the noise factor looks as follows (with
Rds neglected and k ----> -1):

2Rg I Zsrc 1
2 2,Fg -boosted ~ 1+ 2 1+-- + 2

m (1 + n) Rsrc 2sL1 9m(1 + n) Rsrc

As can be seen the noise factor can be lowered by increasing
9m, nand R src , and lowering R g. If the noise due to R g is
neglected and Rsrc is chosen to match the real part of the input
impedance, the noise factor for the 9m-boosted CG LNA looks
as follows:

Fg _ boosted ~ 1 + -'-
m. 1 + n

As can be seen from this formula, for high transformer
coupling the noise factor is lowered by (1 + n). This formula
suggests the noise factor can be made arbitrarily low by
increasing n. This is not true because there are also other noise
sources present in the LNA such as the induced gate noise [1].
Also the presence of the cascode transistor will deteriorate the
noise figure. The noise figure will therefore be higher in reality
and n will have a certain optimum. Simulations have been used
to determine the exact value of F and optimal n.



3) Voltage gain: To detennine the voltage gain, R ds and
Cgd are disconnected from the drain and connected to ground
to model the cascode. Resulting voltage gain is as follows:

1410

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

L,
•

•

Fig. 4. Lumped element model of the V-V transfonner feedback topology
(single ended). The output signal at the drain (Voui ) is connected via C gd
to Vg . The transformer copies Voui to Vs, which is connected to Vg through
Cgs . This way the output signal can be canceled at Vg .

•

Vdd

•

E. Voltage-voltage transformer feedback LNA

The second topology discussed as a candidate for the
implementation of the 60 GHz LNA is the voltage-voltage
transformer feedback LNA (see figure 3). This topology uses
a CS MOST as an active part. Advantage of a CS is the
combination of high voltage and current gain. Disadvantage
is the signal path from output to input through Cgd . By
using the voltage-voltage transfonner feedback LNA topology
this is blocked without the use of the conventional cascode,
increasing voltage headroom for the MOST and lowering F.

A _ Vout _ gm Zload(s2(1 - k 2)L2Cgd + 1 - kn)
v - Vin - s2(1 - P)L2(Cgd + Cgs ) + 1

L 2 1
~ L 1 = - = ----;;----;;-;--...,--;;c.,--;-=------=,........,-

n 2 w2n 2(1 - k2)(Cgd + Cgs )

If L 1 is chosen as indicated, the voltage gain is maximal.
This is a different value as for lowering NF. There is a notch
in the transfer for w = (l-~~tCqd' Operation around this
point should be prevented. If k ~ -1, A v converges to:

Vout+

Vin+ o-J~ll
Vout-

RLvin-

•

Fig. 5. Magnitude response v.Vq
with l' RO - ~ RO -3 (n = 2, k =

out gd
-0.667 and L s = 30pH). A 30 /-Lm MOST has been used. The horizontal
axis shows the frequency on a logarithmic scale. There is good output isolation
for frequencies below 1-10 GHz. For frequencies from 10-200 GHz the output
isolation becomes worse. Above 200 GHz there is no isolation anymore under
the given circumstances, but because the used MOST model is not valid
anymore at these high frequencies, these resulL~ cannot be trusted.

Fig. 3. Voltage voltage transfonner feedback LNA. The left combination of
Ld and L s forms a transformer as well as the right combination.

2) Voltage gain: The voltage gain for high coupling with
Rds neglected and T" = - gq: is equal to:

9

I) Output isolation: The small signal equivalent circuit of
the V-V transfonner feedback LNA is shown in figure 4. To
apply output isolation, the transfonner can be used [3]. The
transfer function :q of the circuit is calculated using the half

0·«-1

circuit concept and looks as follows for low frequencies:

lim Vg = Cgd + ~Cgs
s--->o Vout Cgd + Cgs

Vg n Cgs-- =O~ - = --
Vout k Cgd

The magnitude of Vg versus Vout is shown in figure 5.

A
v

= Vout ~ _".--__-----:::..g:..:.:m:.-n..,.:.(_l_+_n:.-)-,-------,,---
Vin sn2Cgd + sCgs + gm(l + n) + s1,

1
~ L 8 = 2( 2C C)w n gd + g8

If L 8 is chosen this value, Av becomes maximal and equa
to n. So to have high Av , n should be high.

3) Input impedance: If Lt is chosen the value for maxima
voltage gain and T" = -~, Zin for high coupling an
neglecting Rd8 looks as follows:



III. TRANSFORMERS

(If

11 I, k
Is K 1,Rj ,r---....

• •
V ~ L, V)

1

Fig. 6. Transformer circuit with parasitics. M = k"JL1 L2, k = coupling
factor [21.

Every topology of interest for the implementation of the
60 GHz LNA makes use of a transfonner for feedback
purposes. Therefore a study was done on the behavior and
modeling of the transformer, and its physical limitations in
the CMOS 65 nm technology. First calculations are performed,
and after that EM simulations are done to see the impact of the
various parasitics. Also a single transformer has been taped
out to measure the transformer parameters and verify with the
calculations and simulations.

The gain of the V-V transformer FB topology with cascode
is highest and the gain of the V-V transfonner FB LNA without
cascode is worst, but it has a very low noise figure, all as
expected. The gm-boosted CG has the worst noise perfor
mance, but higher gain than the V-V transformer feedback
LNA without cascode. Based on these observations a choice
was made to continue with the V-V transfonner feedback LNA
without cascode and use two stages to achieve enough gain.

A. Transformer model using parasitics

To model the behavior of the transformer, the schematic as
seen in figure 6 has been used.

R g ,gm I(s(Cgs + Cgd ) 1)FVVjeedback ~ 1 + 2-
R

+ 2-
R

2 ( ) --
STC STC gm 1 + n gm

+ R STC + sLSTC . (S2(CgS + Cgd )2 _ s(CgS + Cgd )) 1
2

2 g~(l+n) gm

If L STC is chosen to have the following inductance, the noise
factor is minimized:

If R g becomes small, RSTC,opt,NF also becomes small. The
resulting noise factor with ZSTc,oPt,NF is as follows:

~ #£g -Rsrc,oPt,NF ~ 4 -- i=- Rsrc,match - 2Rg
,gm

L _ 2
STc,opt,NF - w2(CgS +C

gd
) ~ LsTc,match

RSTC,oPt,NF is given in the following equation:

2w
Fmin ~ 1 + _. JRg,gm, @ 60 GHz -'>~ 1 + JRg,gm

Wt

When a power match is created (RSTC = 2Rg, L STC =
LsTc,match), the noise factor looks as follows:

,w2
g R ( W

2
)

Fmatch ~ 2 + ;' 9 1 + 2(1 )2 ~ 2
wt wt + n

So when a power match is applied a noise figure of at least
3dB can be achieved.

So the input resistance is ~ 2Rg. Simulations show that for
a coupling smaller then one, the input resistance can become
negative for - I > ~' This should be prevented, because a
negative input resistance can result in instability.

4) Noise factor: The noise factor looks as follows (with
ZSTC = R STC + sLsrc ):

There occurs a resonance resulting in maximum voltage gain
at the following frequency:

J) Transfer function: The transfer function of this
schematic looks as follows (with the resistances neglected and
L 2 = n 2L 1 ):

V21 s2(1 - k2)L2Cm + kn
VI [2=0 s2(1 - k2)L2(C2 + Cm) + 1

In which n denotes the winding ratio of L 1 and L 2 [2].
If the parasitic capacitors are neglected, the transfer function
converges to kn. As can be seen the transfer function has a
double zero due to the interwinding capacitance Cm. This zero
results in a notch only for positive coupling and is situated at
the following frequency:

kn1
fnotch = 27T

Gm-boost. V-V FB V-V FB (casc.)
Gain 7.5 dB 6 dB 10 dB
NF 7dB 3 dB 6.5 dB

(- Discussion gm -boosted CG vs. V- V transformer FB LNA

I To make a decision which topology to choose, they will be
'compared using the calculations and simulations. A choice will
be made based on noise and gain perfonnance and the input
impedance. Because the calculations are not as accurate as the
models used in circuit simulator Cadence, simulations were
perfonned for the different topologies. The voltage-voltage
transformer feedback topology was simulated with and without
the use of a cascode. By using a cascode there is output
.sol ation avai lable due to the CG after the CS stage, so there
.s more freedom in choosing nand k. This assures a higher

utput impedance enabling higher gain. Because of the use of
n extra active stage the noise perfonnance is expected to be
orse. Simulations were perfonned for each circuit in a short
eriod and gave the following results:
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i= 1
27rJ(1 - k2)L2(C2 + Cm)

The transfer function for positive and negative coupling is
given in figure 7.
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Fig. 8. Inductance seen at the input of a transformer with positive and
negative coupling. It can be seen the case with negative coupling has the
lowest resonance frequency for the input impedance.
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Fig. 7. Transfer function of a transformer with positive and negative coupling.
As expected the resonance is independent of the sign of the coupling. but only
for positive coupling a notch occurs. Values used: £1 = 25 pH, £2 = 100
pH, R1 = 0.9 n, R2 = 3.7 n, C1 = 2.5 fF, C2 = 10 fF and Cm = 10 fF.

2) Input impedance: Zin for high positive and negative
coupling looks as follows (with resistances neglected):

lim Z I = sL1

k-+-l m [FO s2L1C1 + s2L2C2+ s2(1 + n)2L1Cm + 1

For low frequencies the input impedance behaves as an
inductance, and for high frequencies as a capacitor. There
occurs a resonance at the following frequency:

B. Design of a transformer

Main design goals for a transformer are the primary and sec
ondary inductances, the Q-factors and resonance frequencies
of both inductors, and the mutual coupling. The transformer
has to be implemented on chip, so metal thickness and distance
between metal layers are fixed and certain design rules have
to be obeyed. Remaining design variables are which metals to
use, metal line width and the structure. Because the highest
metals are the thickest available and have lowest coupling with
the substrate, these layers have been chosen.

To choose the metal width, simulations with a top metal
line (length = 10 /-lm) are performed varying the line width
resulting in a certain inductance, capacitance and resistance per
unit length. Because the following relation holds, the amount
of inductance is linked to the amount of capacitance assuming
a Jossless situation (L in Him and C in F/m, vp = phase
velocity = constant [4]).

1 1
v =----+L=--
p..jLC v~C

. 1
--+ 11m ires = -::----,=::=====::::::::===:::====:::;::;;:=::=:::::::::::=

k-+-l 27rJL1C1 + L2C2 + (1 + n)2L1Cm
In the case of negative coupling there is a lower resonance

frequency concerning input impedance due to C m compared to
positive coupling. If the effect due to C m is made negligible,
the resonance frequency converges to 2 . /L c1

L C ' For an
. . .. 1rYl.l+22,
Inductor on chip the parasItlcs scale approximately with the
inductance value, so the biggest inductor has the highest value
of both Land C, This results in approximately the following
resonance frequency for n > 1 and small Cm:

1
--+ ires ;::::: :::----r:;;==:::::;;;~

27r J LbigCbig

With Land C of the biggest inductor. So the unloaded res
onance frequency of both inductors with high mutual coupling
is dictated by the biggest inductor. The inductance seen at the
input of the given transformer, is shown in figure 8 for positive
and negative coupling using the same values as for figure 7.

So if high capacitance per unit length is created, low
inductance per unit length results. This is also what simula
tions show. High capacitance is created when a wide metal
line width is chosen, so to achieve high inductance with
little parasitic capacitance (high ires), a small line width is
preferred. On the other hand, a small line width results in high
resistance per unit length, so deteriorates the Q-factor. To see
the trade-off between ires and Q-factor they were determined
for an inductance of 70 pH, see figure 9.

Last feature is the structure. The transformer needed fo
the implementation of the LNA should have (high) negativ
coupling. For low coupling, the two inductors should be place
far apart. On the other hand for high coupling, the inductor
should be placed as close as possible. An interesting way 0

providing high coupling is to use two metal layers exactl
underneath each other. This way there is very little distance s
there will be high coupling, but C m will be high. Simulation
gave max. coupling factors of approximately 0.8, so k varie
from 0 to 0.8 (or from 0 to -0.8 for negative coupling). In figur
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Fig. 9. Resonance frequency and Q-factor of an inductor of 70 pH as a
function of metal width. A choice was made based on these observations to
use a metal width of 3-4 Jim.

10 it is explained how the transfonner should be connected to
have positive or negative coupling.

I

IFig. 10. If the outer inductor is exited. a current flow from the positive
potential to the negative will result. This will result in a current flow in the
inner inductor as well. but in the opposite direction. The voltage induced will
be as shown in the figure. If both inductors are connected to ground at the
arne side, a transformer with positive coupling results. On the other hand, if
he outer inductor is connected to ground on one side. and the inner inductor

's connected to ground on the other side, negative coupling results.

. Single transfonner tape-out

To verify the behavior of a transformer on chip with simu
ation results in EM simulator ADS Momentum, a transformer
as designed and taped out, using the design plan discussed

n section III-B. The resulting structure is shown in figures
I(a), II(b) and 11(c).
1) Simulation: The simulation results for inductance and Q

actor are shown in figures 12 and 13. The simulated coupling
actor at 20 GHz is approximately 0.7.

2) Layout: The layout of the transformer is shown in figure
4. The used waveguides have a characteristic impedance of
o n, because the measurement setup is also at 50 n (1 ()()

(c) Complete transformer structure

Fig. 11. Transformer taped out for verification EM simulation vs. real ity.
To have n ~ 1.5 the primary inductor has three turns and the secondary has
two turns. To have high coupling the two inductors are placed exactly on top
of each other.
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Fig. 12. Simulated inductances. L p is approximately 400 pH and L s is
approximately 200 pH for low frequencies. Because of the resonance (fres ~
50 GHz) the inductor values increase for frequencies 20-50 GHz. Above Ires
the structure behaves capacitive.
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Fig. 13. Simulated Quality factors. The Q-factor is defined as ~tl;ll. For low

frequencies Im[Z] increases linearly with f and Re[Z] stays approximately
constant. so the Q-factor also increases linearly with f. But for higher
frequencies Im[Z] becomes negative (capacitive behavior). the lines go down
again. In fact Re [Z] also increases a little bit due to the skin effect but this
does not go as fast as the Im[Z].

n diff.). The influence of the waveguides and bondpads on
the measurement can not be simulated in ADS Momentum
along because of memory reasons. So to be able to measure



the transfonner solely, also de-embedding structures have been
included. Three structures were prepared, one with the CPWs
left open, one with the CPWs shorted, and one with a line
connecting the top bondpads with the bottom bondpads. Be
cause of area reasons only the open and short structures were
taped out, resulting in less reliability for the de-embedding at
high frequencies because of the missing line structure.

GSGSG Bondpad

Parameter Simulation Measurement

Lp ::::: 385 pH ::::: 385 pH
L, ::::: 200 pH ::::: 200 pH

Coupling ::::: 0.7 ::::: 0.67

The inductances are approximately the same, but simula
tions give little more coupling than seen in reality.

IV. DESIGN V- V FEEDBACK LNA

To design the LNA, circuit level simulations were performed
in Cadence using the PSP MOST model, and EM simulations
for various passive devices. Design goal used is maximizing
the space between the NF and 821 parameter. Next the I I P3
perfonnance is detennined. Then a choice was made looking
at the possibility of the design in reality.

A. Single stage design

J) Starting point based on calculations: From calculations
the initial values for the different components have been
detennined:

1
L, = 2( 2C C)w n gd + g'

If L g is chosen as follows, there is both input match and
optimal noise perfonnance:

Fig. 14. Layout of the transformer. As can be seen the transformer is in
the center. The metal dots next to the transformer are there to fulfill the
metal density rules of the TSMC process. The transformer is connected to
the GSGSG (G =ground, S = signal) bondpads on the top and bottom by
using coplanar waveguides.

1 1
Lg,match::::: w2C

gd
(1 + n) ::::: w2 (C

g
, + C

gd
) = Lg,oPt,NF

These values will differ from the values to be used in
Cadence because the models used are much simpler than
the models Cadence uses. To provide output isolation the
following statement should hold:

n _ Cg,

k Cgd

To have high gain, n should be high, so also k should be
high.

2) Noise figure and 821: During simulations, lower optimal
values for L, and L g were found. Reason for this are the
extra parasitics (capacitors) in the components. After several
simulations the exact component values including parasitics
were detennined to give maximal performance. These gav
the perfonnance shown in figure 16.

3) I I P3 and J dBc: Next, simulations were performed fo
IIP3 and 1 dBc. These are shown in figures 17 and 18.

4) In and output impedances: To tune out the imagina
part of the input impedance two inductors equal to L g are used
This sets the center frequency of the pass-band of the LNA
The real part of the input impedance is approximately equa
to 2Rg . To maximize 821> R,rc = R;n ::::: 2Rg =1= R,rc,oPt,NF

Therefore a tradeoff has to be applied for this (see figure 19)
The simulated output impedance has a real part that lie

above the real part of the input impedance. The imagin
part behaves inductive, and can thus be canceled using a shun
C. This capacitor value is in the order of magnitude of th
parasitic capacitance of the transformer, so if chosen correctl
it can be omitted.
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In the following table the measured values are compared
with the simulated values, for low frequencies:

3) Measurement: The transfonner was taped out in August
2007 and was measured several months later. The measure
ment was perfonned for 10 - 40 GHz. The measurements
above this frequency range were very difficult (if not impossi
ble) due to the missing de-embedding structure. The measured
coupling at 20 GHz is approximately 0.67. The measurement
results concerning inductance are shown in figure 15.

Fig. 15. Measured and simulated inductances. As can be seen the results
are quite similar to the simulation. Biggest deviation is observed for the high
frequency behavior of the secondary inductance.
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Fig. 16. Simulation resulL~ of 821 and NF versus MOST width using a
transformer with n = 1.81 and k = -0.7 to -0.8. The circuit has two MaSTs
with equal W. Performance changes little, but big W gives bener results.
On the other hand a big W consumes more power for a certain bias current
density through the channel. So concerning NF and gain every W can be
chosen, if component feasibility is not taken into account.

Fig. 18. Simulation results of I dBc and DC current consumption versus
MOST width. The I dBc increases with transistor width. This can be
explained from the fact that the big transistor uses lower impedance levels
to operate optimal, so it can generate higher output current levels, while
maintaining the same voltage levels. On the other hand a higher J dBc takes
a higher power consumption.
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Fig. 19. NF, 821 and the difference between them versus source impedance
(WMOST = 30j1.m).

This value was found to be ~ 30 pH during simulations in
Momentum. Therefore Wmax ~ 35 Mm. Also big Hi gives
high power consumption and will give rise to problems with
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Fig. 20. 821 versus MOST I width (first stage) and MOST 2 width (second
stage), both in j1.m. 821 is maximal for WI > W2. This is because Rou t,1 >
R in ,2 if WI = W2. To have high gain, it is desirable to have Rout ,1 ~

R;n,2. This is achieved with a wide transistor in the input stage and a small
transistor in the second stage.

Fig. 17. Simulation results of II P3 and DC current consumption versus
MOST width. Maximum I I P3 is achieved using a transistor W of 20 - 30
j1.m.

B. Dual stage design

To achieve enough gain, more stages are needed. One stage
gives a 821 of approximately 6.5 dB, so ideally two stages

rovide approximately 13 dB. The overall NF is dominated
by the first stage. The second stage is dominant concerning
1P3. So the first stage will be optimized for NF and 821, and
e second stage for I I P3 and gain. Simulations showed little

ifference concerning NF varying WI and W2 , so concerning
every combination can be chosen. Simulation results

oncerning 821 are given in figure 20 for two stages cascaded.
fter the gain and noise performance, linearity is investigated.
I P3 and] dBc show the same trend. In figure 2] the behavior

s shown.
A choice was made to have WI > W2 , because of the

igher gain. Taking feasibility of the components into account,
maximum inductor of ~ ]50 pH is found concerning ires.
e biggest inductor in the design is L9 , and because WI >

,V2 , L 92 > L 91 . This results in W min ~ 25 Mm = W 2 .

The biggest value of W is given by the minimal L s possible.



the electro-migration of the metal. So WI = 35 /-Lm > W2 =
25 /-Lm. The resulting schematic is shown in figure 22.

Fig. 21. II P3 versus WI and W2. both in J.Lm. As expected the best
performance concerning linearity is found for a wide transistor in the second
stage.

Fig. 23. Structure with on top two times L s and below two times Ld. The
primary inductor has two turns and the secondary has one turn. in combination
with the parallel connections this results in an;:::; 1. 7 (Lp ;:::; 90 pH. L s ;:::;
30 pH). To have high coupling the two inductors are placed exactly on top of
each other also resulting in high interwinding capacitance Cm . Therefore the
match capacitance needed at the output can be omitted as will be discussed
in section IV-A4. Q-factors are Qp ;:::; 11 and Qs ;:::; 10. Simulated coupling
is ;:::; -0.75. Also visible are the 2 centertaps for connecting Vdd and Gnd.
The structure is chosen this way to have easy fit in the layout.
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Fig. 22. Two stage design without biasing and CMR resistance. To connect
both stages Cint has been used to enable different DC-voltages.

D. Common mode

CM signals arise from CM input signals and due to compo-
nent mismatches. These signals corrupt the differential signal

- and can make the LNA instable so CM signals should be
suppressed. Goal is to have little CM gain and keep DM gain
as high as possible maintaining CM and DM stability.

Current flowing through the center taps of the transformer
to AC ground gives rise to CM signals. Therefore a high
impedance must be created at these points. A high impedance

- using a current source is not possible due to the low Vdd.

Therefore a resistor is considered as an alternative. Simulations
were performed with a resistor between DC ground and
the transformer. This gives little CMR and lowers the input
impedance causing it to become negative resulting in instabil
ity. Most successful for achieving a high CMR appeared to be
a resistor between Vdd and the transformer. The CM equivalent
circuit for a single stage is shown in figure 24.

Vdd

Vout-

Vout+

Vdd

Ls~Ld

- 1=25

~O.065

Vin- L Ig

Vin+ Lg1

~J5
L _ lQ;Q65 L

s -21 d -

~

C. Transfonner implemented LNA

Next a transformer for the LNA will be designed. This trans
former has to be implemented in a slight different stack used in
section III-C. First design goal is stated by the output isolation
requirement I = - ~ which is approximately 2.25 in the
used technology. Design goals concerning inductance and Q
factor have been set using circuit simulations in Cadence. To
design the transformer again the same procedure is followed
as in section llI-B. Resulting structure is shown in figure 23.

To be able to do s-parameter simulations in Cadence using
this transformer model, a s-parameter dataset is generated
in Momentum and imported in Cadence. Therefore a very
wideband simulation was done from 8 MHz to 300 GHz. This
is done to include frequency dependent behavior to determine
for example the stability. For DC-resistance a low frequency
simulation is needed because of the skin effect (8 MHz).

V. IMPACT OF LAYOUT

The layout is a very important step in the design of any RF
circuit. This cannot be created automatically, so it has to b
done manually. Choices made in this step have big influenc
on the overall performance of the eventual system, and man
problems arise during this step, such as the generation 0

parasitic effects. These can be modeled by capacitors, resis
tors and inductances. The dominant resistive and capacitiv
effects were taken into account by RC-extraction in the circui
simulator Cadence. If also inductive effects needed modeling
Momentum has been used.

Then there are also the design rules that have to be obey
during the layout. Metal lines have a minimal and maxima
allowed width, setting a lower and upper bound to the adde
parasitics. Also the DC-current states a minimal line widt
due to the electro migration of the metal. Another problem i
the absence of many "default" components. For example th



Vdd

Fig. 24. Single stage CM equivalent circuit. This resistor behaves as a resistor
of double resistance in common mode. In the OM circuit this resistor is not
seen. This results in a lower Q-factor of the load of the circuit in CM. Because
the gain is lowered much by a low Q-factor of the load inductance, the CM
gain is suppressed. Simulations show a CMR of > 5 dB per stage.

transformer and some capacitors used in this design had to
be designed manually, satisfying the electrical performance
criteria, design rules, DC-current and easy positioning in
the layout. Finally it is important to keep all distances for
interconnect short because the on chip wavelength at 60 GHz
is ~ 2.5mm, see figure 25.

• -e---+-,;..,.,;;:rransformer #1
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~.....,--,cPW

.~~-+---+:rransformer#2

ig. 25. Close up of the first stage. Because of the differential structure,
here are two transformers, MOSTs and capacitors. At the left the CPWs are
'een for the input and on the right the CPWs for connection to the second
tage. Because of the short wavelength. it is important to keep distances small.

erefore the MOSTs are placed underneath the transformers. To avoid the
eld generated in the transformers penetrating the MOSTs. metal lines are
laced between them.

For interconnecting the two stages to each other and to the
ondpads, coplanar wave guides (CPWs) are used. They are
hown in figure 26 using a current density plot.

The LNA uses four inductors besides the transformers. The
ayout of these inductors is done in such a way they have little

Bottom metal

Fig. 26. Coplanar waveguide used in the layout. As Zo 50 0 is chosen,
because the probes will be 50 0 as well. The signal line is made with the top
metal. Two ground planes are placed at both sides of the signal line by stacking
all metals. The bottom metal below the signal line is also defined as ground to
reduce substrate effects. To do simulations in Momentum, an approximation
ha~ been made by only including the top and bottom metal layers. Therefore
a lower capacitance per unit length is expected in simulation than in reality,
so a slight higher Zoo Simulations show Zo :::::: 52.80 and loss of :::::: 1.18
dB/mm.

coupling with the other components and the substrate, and the
highest Q-factor as possible, see figure 27.

-- ~
------ ---~-----

Substrate \

Fig. 27, Inductor with patterned shield above the substrate. Because of the
horizontal metal lines in the shield there is only little eddy current possible.
Therefore the effect on the performance of the inductor is small. But because
the EM field is shortened, there is little field penetrating the substrate. The
shield is left floating, this results in a high Ires. The connection of the
inductors to the other componenl~ is done by the CPWs. This also provides
low coupling to other components and the substrate. The Q-factor is enlarged
by using two metal lines in parallel. Simulations in Momentum have been
used to determine the inductance, Ires and Q-factor.

In figure 28 the complete LNA is shown. To shift the
reference planes for the measurements, again de-embedding
structures have been included. These are open, short and load.

VI. SIMULATIONS

During the complete layout traject, simulations were per
formed to see whether the performance is deteriorated by
choices made in the layout. Goal during this stage was to
obtain approximately the same performance of the circuit after
the layout. It was seen the performance did not change much,
but 821 became a little less and the NF increased a little bit due
to the various added parasitics. These parameters are also quite
sensitive to the variation of the Q-factors of the inductors used,
mainly L g . Simulations performed in Momentum showed Q
factors around 14 for the gate inductors. Therefore these
values were used during simulations in Cadence. Optimal
performance concerning gain is achieved with a R src ~ 22
n. Optimal performance concerning noise is achieved with
R src ~ 45 n. Simulations were performed with R src = 30
n. This resulted in a 821 of ~ 11-12 dB max before layout
and ~ 10.7 dB max after layout. The noise figure before
layout was ~ 3.2 dB and after layout it became ~ 3.6-3.8



Fig. 28. The complete LNA. At the left the differential input can be seen and on the right the differential output, both using CPWs. To provide low
ohmic connections from the power supply bondpads to the circuit, wide metal lines are used and the DC lines are situated on top of each other to increase
capacitance between them. DC capacitances are used (indicated by the black squares) to filter the supply and bias voltages at the indicated positions. The
squares underneath the inductors are the shields. From left to right can be seen: The first gate inductances, stage I, the second gate inductances and stage 2.

dB. A gain flatness of 0.2-0.3 dB over the entire bandwidth
has been achieved. Simulated I I P3 ~ 4 dBm and I dBc ~

-9.8 dBm. The power consumption is ~ 35 mW at 1.2 V. Due
to the output isolation a 812 of less than -40 dB has been
simulated in the band of interest. The 811-parameter indicates
the absorbed power generated from the source to LNA and
is at minimum ~ -17 dB at 68 GHz to further achieve the
gain flatness. The sn-parameter indicates the absorbed power
from the LNA to the output (Rload = lOOn). This is matched
to the center frequency located at 61 GHz and has a minimal
value of approximately -23 dB and stays under -20 dB in the
operating bandwidth.

VII. CONCLUSION

A 60 GHz differential LNA and a transformer were de
signed and taped out, both in CMOS 65 nm technology. The
measurement results of the transformer show small deviation
from the results obtained in simulation. At the time of this
writing the LNA was not measured yet but simulations were
very promising, taking many parasitics and EM simulations
into account. Because of the use of a CS MOST as an active
device without the use of a cascode MOST for gate drain
capacitance neutralization, the noise figure is kept very low.
High gain flatness has been achieved because of the use of
feedback.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

To keep N F low and 821 high, the losses in the matching
network should be kept very low. Therefore it is important
to keep the distance between the bondpads, £gl and the first
stage as short as possible. Also Rg of the MOSTs used have
big influence and should be kept low. On the other hand, small
R g states more metal to be used in the gate connection and
higher capacitance (lower It), so there is a trade-off.
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